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Coordinated Needs Assessment Life Cycle
The Coordinated Assessment Life Cycle is a conceptual cycle developed by Needs and Response Analysis
Section (NARAS) of OCHA to establishes coordination mechanisms for intersectoral and sectoral need
assessment and analysis; to guide operational decision-making, and complement monitoring of the overall
humanitarian situation and the performance of the humanitarian response.
A coordinated approach to assessments and analysis addresses several recurring issues during emergencies.
For example, there is not so much a lack of assessment information as a lack of capacity to validate and analyse
the information necessary to determine priorities and guide the planning of the humanitarian response.
Likewise, specific populations or situations are over-assessed, while others are never measured at all. Also,
assessment data is all too often insufficiently shared or used, and data sets from different assessments are not
comparable. Finally, there is insufficient time to aggregate data from multiple assessments, information needs
are not sufficiently prioritised, and data collection processes are cumbersome.

Fig.1 Coordinated Needs Assessment Life Cycle
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1. Setting-up coordination

“It is recommended at both inter- and intracluster/sector levels throughout the duration
of a crisis, particularly when it is a large
emergency with a high number of actors.
At the inter-cluster/sector level, the Intercluster Coordination Group (ICCG) will
typically serve as the assessment coordination
structure. However, it may also choose to
establish a specific Assessment and
Information Management Working Group,
depending on the nature and magnitude of the
crisis, as well as on the preparedness level of
the humanitarian community.
The Working Group will serve as a forum for
sharing secondary data from the field, for
initiating the planning and implementation of joint assessments, and for coordinating analysis. It will also
promote the adoption of tools and methodologies to support single agencies conducting harmonised
assessments, and help build wide ownership of coordinated assessments. Similar assessment coordination
structures should be established by each cluster/sector to support the sectoral assessments undertaken by
their members.” IASC Operational Guidance on Coordinated Assessments

To Set-up Coordination structure for needs assessment:
•

Setup operational coordination of assessments designated to Inter-Cluster/sector Coordination Group
(ICCG) and carried out through:
o
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o Information Management Working Group/Network
o

Directly by ICCG

•

Assessment and analysis coordinator oversees collaboration and coordination of needs assessments
and analysis at inter-sectoral level, encourages participation by key humanitarian actors in the
assessment coordination structure and ensures production and dissemination of key outputs (including
analysis).

•

Cluster Assessment focal points work with assessment and analysis coordinator as a team and pool in
resources and share the workload.

•

Participation in Assessment and Information Management working group should be open to all IASC
members and includes cluster coordinators (or focal points appointed by clusters/ sectors), as well as
other relevant actors depending on the situation.

•

Establish assessment registry (also known as survey-of-survey) which provides a way for organisations to
share the details and results of humanitarian assessments. The Assessment Registry is a service so
agencies/Clusters can discover assessments that have already been undertaken and avoid unnecessary
survey fatigue or duplication. Assessment Registry is a key source of secondary data.

The above summary is based on IASC Operational Guidance on Coordinated Assessments and Multi-Cluster Initial Rapid Assessment (MIRA)
Guidance.
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A Shared Commitment to Coordinate Needs Assessment

The IASC promotes the coordination of needs assessments to enhance the quality of humanitarian response.
Its Members endeavour to prepare, lead and implement coordinated assessments, as described in the
Operational Guidance.
The Guidance makes the following recommendations:
 The Humanitarian/Resident Coordinator establishes coordination mechanisms for cross-cluster/sector
needs assessment and analysis.
 Country-level cluster/sector leads to ensure effective and coherent sectoral needs assessment.
 Operational agencies have the primary responsibility for undertaking assessments. They do so in a
coordinated manner and adhere to the definitions, principles, methodologies and approaches set out in
the Operational Guidance.
 Plans for implementation of coordinated assessments are part of preparedness and contingency
planning work.
 Coordinated assessments are part of ongoing processes guiding operational decision-making and
complement monitoring of the overall humanitarian situation and the performance of the humanitarian
response.
 Coordination mechanisms applied to needs assessments differ depending on the phase and nature of a
crisis. A multi-cluster/sector initial rapid assessment (MIRA) is recommended during the first two weeks
following a disaster, followed by joint or harmonised intra-cluster/sector in-depth assessments.

Minimum Suggested Outputs While Setting-up Coordination








Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) or Humanitarian Coordinator (HC)/Resident Coordinator (RC)
leads the coordination of needs assessment and analysis.
Inter-Cluster Coordination Group (ICCG) establishes appropriate structures such as assessment and
information management working group to coordinate needs assessments, information
management and analysis.
Designated coordinators or focal points appointed to coordinate the needs assessment and analysis
at the intersectoral level (OCHA) and the Cluster level (by different Clusters).
Clusters/Sectors establishes coordination of Cluster/sector needs assessments.
Assessment registry 1 established to analyse existing needs assessments overlap or gaps.

Also called Survey of Survey in some context
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Checklist for this step

Steps

1.1 Understanding
of context and
enabling factors

1.2 Establishing
coordination to
support
Coordinated
Assessments

1.3 Determining
the current
state of needs
assessments

Possible activities

 Seeking leadership commitment and linking
need assessment to decision making.
 Understand the context (environment in
which humanitarians are operating).
 Map and review the coordination
mechanisms.
 Understand and review the capacity and
resources (Info management, assessment
partners, cluster capacity, field presence,
specialise assessment expertise etc.).
 Appointment of assessment & analysis
coordinator/focal point at inter-cluster and
cluster level.
 Establish or revising assessment
coordination structure (including
coordination of assessments within
Clusters) and appointing sector/cluster
representatives.
 Establish an inclusive assessment working
group with clear purpose and terms of
reference (ToR’s) and work plan, under the
oversight of Inter-Cluster Coordination
Group. Such as Assessment and Information
Working Group (including technical working
group if required).
 Understand stakeholder’s motivations and
seek commitments.
 Determine the state of needs assessments.
 Analysing existing needs assessments gaps
(establishing and using assessment registry
– geography, sector, constraints etc.).
 Obtain buy-in, ownership and agreeing on
roles and responsibilities
 Agree on data sharing modalities (security,
anonymisation, timely, relevant, formats,
dissemination etc.).

Minimum outputs


Humanitarian Coordinator
(HC)/Resident Coordinator (RC)
leads the coordination of needs
assessment and analysis.



Inter-Cluster Coordination Group
(ICCG) establishes appropriate
structures such as assessment
and information management
working group to coordinate
needs assessments, information
management and analysis.



Designated coordinator or focal
point appointed to coordinate
the needs assessment and
analysis at the intersectoral level
(OCHA) and the Cluster level.



Clusters/Sectors establishes
coordination of Cluster/sector
needs assessments.



Assessment registry established
to analyse existing needs
assessments overlap or gaps.

Field examples

•
•
•
•
•
•

Terms of Reference: Assessment Working Group (Syria context) - Terms of Reference for Syria
Assessment and Monitoring Initiative (SAMI) June 2014
Assessment Working Group (AWG) – Terms of Reference (Iraq context) -Terms of Reference AWG in
Iraq.
Pakistan Survey of Survey - The dashboard of Survey-of-Survey (Assessment Registry) in Pakistan.
Global Assessment Registry -A global overview of assessment registry from around the world.
Iraq Assessment Map -A map with visual analysis of assessments taking place in Iraq.
Assessment Registry Briefing -Example: Iraq Assessment Registry briefing for Clusters and partners
(2018)
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Additional Reading and Guidance

•

•
•
•
•
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Needs Assessment and Analysis – Knowledge Management Platform (OCHA NARAS) – Section:
Establishing coordination to support coordinated assessments & Determining the current state of
needs assessment. Recommended resource.
OCHA’s Information Management Tool Box – Assessment Registry or Survey of Survey
OCHA Coordinated Assessment Support Section Review of Coordinated Assessment and Joint
Analysis Processes and Outputs.
UNHCR Handbook on needs assessment.
Water Sanitation and Hygiene Global Cluster (WGC) toolkit – relevant sections coordination
platform, information management, and needs assessment. To understand the coordination of needs
assessment from the perspective of the Cluster.
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2. Planning

Coordinated assessments are planned and carried out in partnership, with results shared with the broader
humanitarian and development communities, as well governments, to identify the needs, conditions,
priorities, and capacities of affected populations. Such assessments range from inter- and intra-cluster,
Multi-sector or thematic joint assessments to harmonised single-agency or Cluster/sector assessments. The
two types of coordinated assessments are:
1. Joint needs assessments occur when multiple organisations or Clusters have an interest in using
similar data collection methodologies to conduct an assessment in specific geographic locations, or
when organisations have an interest in the same thematic area. Data collection, processing, and
analysis take place as a single process among agencies within and between clusters/thematic areas
and lead to the production of a jointly owned output (i.e. single report) 2.
Joint assessment includes the data collection, processing and analysis form one single process
among agencies within and between clusters/sectors, leading to a single report 3.
2. Harmonise assessments are conducted by a single organisation or Cluster and provide an alternative
to joint assessments in situations where there is a compelling reason to do separate assessments,
due to operational considerations, protection concerns, or the need for specialist data collectors or
different methodologies. Harmonized needs assessments must adhere to agreed standards in order
to facilitate cross-analysis, including but not limited to geographic data standards and agreed
thematic indicators.
In Harmonise assessment data collection processing and analysis is undertaken separately; however,
the data is sufficiently comparable (because of the use of common operational datasets, key
indicators, and geographical and temporal synchronisation) to be compiled into a single database
and to serve as the subject of a shared analysis.
The critical aspect of a coordinated assessment approach is ensuring the participation of key stakeholders in
all steps of the process to promote a common understanding of the objectives, data collection and analysis
methodologies, findings, and priority issues.
The usefulness of Coordinated Assessment varies according to context: MIRAs are more appropriate in
sudden-onset disasters when there is little information, but less useful in protracted crisis where there is a
need for a sharper analysis. Joint inter-sectoral analysis such as presented in the HNO is perceived as useful in
protracted crises, but the fact that it is done only on a yearly basis weakens its relevance in terms of monitoring
changes and trends in very volatile environments. Regular updates on the situation are recommended 4.

UNHCR Handbook 2017
IASC Ops Guidance on Coordinated Assessment 2012.
4 OCHA Coordinated Assessment Support Section - Review of Coordinated Assessment and Joint Analysis Processes and Outputs September 2016
2
3
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There is considerable diversity across countries and contexts as to the type of coordinated needs assessment
practices that are adopted. While some countries require large scale joint assessments, e.g. Syria, others
require assessments only in those localities which face disaster/emergency, e.g. Nigeria, Central African
Republic and Colombia 5.
Apart from a small number of joint assessments, the vast bulk of assessments undertaken are sector or
organisation-specific. These are frequently not well coordinated nor harmonised, leading to duplication and
assessment fatigue 6.
Whether assessments are joint, harmonised or sector-specific depends on several factors with key influences
being human and financial resources; existing skills and experience; access; leadership; competitiveness
among humanitarian agencies; and preparedness 7.
To plan Coordinated Assessments :
•
•

•
•

•
•

Ensure that the stakeholders are on board and actively collaborating through appropriate
coordination structures.
It is recommended to develop and Coordinated Assessment strategy at the crisis level. This strategy
should focus on operationalising joint and harmonise assessments approaches and using different
types of needs assessments (initial assessment, rapid assessment and in-depth assessments) and
methods.
Use analytical framework such as MIRA or Joint Inter-Sectoral Analysis Framework (JIAF) to guide the
data collection and analysis.
Agree upon baseline by using a consistent set of Common Operational Datasets (CODs). This is central
to the aggregation and comparison of assessment information throughout the emergency cycle. By
using CODs, agencies can ensure their ability to correctly interpret and compare data that crosses from
one information source to another (i.e. from one cluster to another, from one agency to another).
Clear understanding and agreement amongst stakeholders on categories and definitions of
Humanitarian Profile are also recommended.
An essential aspect of planning Coordinated Assessments include collecting needs, risks and response
data. It is recommended that data on humanitarian access, “who is doing what, where and when”
(4W), including current and historical data on People in Need (PIN), Targeted, Reached and Covered
is maintained and available for analysis.

OCHA Coordinated Assessment Support Section - Review of Coordinated Assessment and Joint Analysis Processes and Outputs September 2016
OCHA Coordinated Assessment Support Section - Review of Coordinated Assessment and Joint Analysis Processes and Outputs September 2016
7 OCHA Coordinated Assessment Support Section - Review of Coordinated Assessment and Joint Analysis Processes and Outputs September 2016
5
6
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Coordinated Assessment Approaches

TYPE
JOINT NEEDS
ASSESSMENT





JOINT SINGLE
ASSESSMENT FORM
SINGLE METHODOLOGY
SINGLE REPORT

HARMONIZED
NEEDS
ASSESSMENT






HARMONISED MULTIPLE
ASSESSMENTS
WITH COMMON
INDICATORS
STANDARDISED
APPROACH
JOINT ANALYSIS

UNCOORDINATED
ASSESSMENTS





UNCOORDINATED
MULTIPLE
ASSESSMENTS
MULTIPLE
METHODOLOGIES
MULTIPLE REPORTS

DEFINITION
Data collection,
processing and analysis
form a single process
among organisations
and Clusters. All
organisations and
Clusters involved in
planning and design
follow the same
methodology and use
the same tools.
Data collection,
processing, and analysis
are conducted
separately, adhering to
shared standards such
as the use of key
indicators and common
operational datasets,
including geographical
standards.

OUTPUT
A single report
is representing
the agreed
interpretation
and analysis of
needs by
several
organisations
or Clusters.

Datasets are not
interoperable, and
results cannot be used
to inform the overall
analysis.

‘Overassessment’
leads to risks
and harms that
outweigh
benefits for
individuals and
communities.
Avoid this
situation using
one of the two
approaches
outlined above.

Multiple needs
assessments
reports or
databases that
can
be crossanalysed,
aggregated,
and used for a
shared or
joint analysis.

IMPLEMENTATION
• Establish a multiorganization and Cluster
coalition through which to
pool resources to support
the assessment.
• Agree with partners on
common methodologies and
data collection tools.
• Conduct a joint analysis to
agree on the interpretation
of findings
• Agree with partners on
which population
classifications (population
groups) and indicators will be
used across multiple needs
assessments.
• Use the IASC Common
Operational Datasets (CODs)
and establish a baseline.
• Agree on timeline and share
needs assessments to crossanalyse results (including
data).
•

Adapted from IASC Ops Guidance on CA’s and UNHCR Needs Assessment Handbook
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Multiple disconnected
assessment reports that may
or may not be available for
distribution. Duplicated or
redundant needs
assessments. Thematic or
geographic gaps in needs
assessment information.
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Types of Needs Assessments

Criteria
Initial Assessment

Rapid Assessment

In-depth Assessment

Objectives

Define the scale and
severity of the crisis.
Estimate women, men,
girls, and boys in need.
Identify and locate
affected populations
and groups considering
age, gender, and
diversity.
Establish key priorities.
Define access
constraints.

Define the impact of the crisis.
Estimate women, men, girls, and
boys in need by population
groups of concern.
Assess the severity of needs of
affected groups and areas.
Capture views of different groups
of affected populations through
consultation.
Establish key priorities with
affected populations.
Identify information gaps.

Envision comprehensive, durable
solutions that inform needs
assessment.
Define and quantify needs,
including more in-depth sectoral
and operational information.
Provide detailed and statistically
representative data.
Capture representative views of
affected populations through joint
consultation with them.
Establish a baseline for needs and
response monitoring.

Type of
decisions to
inform

Initial response
decisions.
Rapid assessment
design.
Emergency funding
appeals and response
planning.
3-5 days

Initial planning of humanitarian
response.
Define focus for subsequent indepth assessments.
Provide recommendations for
response planning.

Inform detailed planning and scope
of humanitarian relief, early
recovery, and durable solutions.
Adjust the ongoing response.
Provide recommendations
for the programme and operational
planning. Multi-year response plan.
1-4 months

Design

Secondary data
analysis only.
A small number of field
visits, if feasible.

Secondary and primary data
analysis.
Primary data is gathered at the
community level.
Qualitative research methods.

Sampling
strategy

Convenience/
purposive sampling

Purposive sampling

Data collection
techniques

Flyover, direct
observations, key
informant interviews.
Checklist

Community group discussion, key
informant interviews, direct
observation, focus group
discussion (in some instances).
Semi-structured questionnaire

Household/individual interviews,
highly stratified focus group
discussions, direct observation.
Structured questionnaire

Unit of
measurement

Province, district, or
sub-district;
community or village
Minimal time and
resources
$

Province, district, or sub-district,
community or institution

Community, household, individual

Limited time and resources

Sufficient time and resources

$$

$$$

Timeframe

Resources
Cost
Outputs

Secondary and primary data
analysis.
Primary data is gathered at the
community, institution, household,
or individual level.
Quantitative and qualitative
research methods.
Representative sampling

Sector/multi-overview reports.
Detailed thematic/multi-thematic
Prioritisation of needs and
assessment reports.
responses, geographic locations,
and population sub-groups.
Adapted from IASC Ops Guidance on CA’s and UNHCR Needs Assessment Handbook
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Secondary data review
report. Emergency call,
appeal, response plan.

2-4 weeks
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Analytical Framework

Analytical frameworks are designed to structure an analyst’s thinking and to help logical thinking
systematically. In short, analytical frameworks are models that aim to guide and facilitate sense-making and
understanding. An analytical framework is often presented visually.
Frameworks within the humanitarian sector often need to be both needs, and risk-based, meaning they
allow for a model to build that looks at the current and future humanitarian developments. A useful
framework ensures the data is structured in a way for analysis to have tangible outcomes. Analytical
outcomes, for example, can be used to answer questions such as “what are key priority needs?” and “what
are current gaps in humanitarian response?”.
Analysis framework:
Underpins, supports and guides the collection, collation, storage and analysis of data by identifying key
analytical outputs and products at each step of the analysis
Provides a way to organize what data to collect and how to analyse it, including how information intersect
analytically
Supports a common analysis of where deficiencies and gaps have the most severe humanitarian
consequences or present the most significant risks, and identify which geographical areas and population
groups/sub-groups are a priority for intervention, currently and in the future
Serves as a communication tool and a driver for collaboration between humanitarian actors and is used as a
reference throughout the entire joint analysis process.
Guides the selection of relevant information for analysis and which one should be discarded.
Let's look at two different analytical frameworks used in the humanitarian context.
Analytical Framework: Multi-sector/Cluster Initial Rapid Assessment (MIRA) 2015
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The MIRA analytical framework (IASC approved since 2015) underpins and guides the collection, collation
and analysis of secondary and primary data. Its purpose is to ensure that assessment planning and execution
are conducted comprehensively and that key concerns are not overlooked. This framework supports efforts
by humanitarian actors to reach a common understanding of where humanitarian needs are most severe,
and which population groups are most in need of humanitarian assistance. The framework groups four
themes under two pivotal areas: crisis impact and operational environment. The diagram below describes
the themes and analytical outputs.
Analytical Framework: Joint Intersectoral Analysis Framework 2018

By relevant Age, Sex and Diversity characteristics
The main objective of the JIAF is to provide opportunity to country teams and humanitarian partners
(International and national Non-Governmental Organizations, Government, Donors, UN agencies, experts,
clusters/sectors, ICCG, etc.) to agree on an approach to conduct inter-sectoral analysis and lays a foundation
for regular joint needs analysis, monitoring and integrated response analysis and planning. The proposed
framework was developed by the JIAG. It builds on a 2017 review of 49 frameworks and three pilot missions
in 2018. The JIAF (see next page) considers four inter-sector pillars (context, disaster/event, impact and
humanitarian conditions) which combine and intersect to provide with an understanding of current and
forecasted priority dimensions (geographical areas, affected groups and inter-sectoral needs). Overall JIAF
guidance and methodology has not been endorsed and under development.
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Baseline and Common Operational Dataset (CODs)

Using baseline data may be more common than you think! For example, you
may record your weight before a diet to monitor your progress and later
determine whether your diet made any difference.
A baseline is a benchmark that is used as a foundation for measuring or
comparing current and past values.
Baseline provides a critical reference point for assessing changes and impact,
as it establishes a basis for comparing the situation before and after a crisis
event, response etc.
Common Operational Datasets (CODs) are authoritative reference datasets needed to support operations
and decision-making for all actors in humanitarian response. CODs are 'best available' datasets that ensure
consistency and simplify the discovery and exchange of key data. Core CODs are required in all disasterprone countries as a preparedness measure, including administrative boundaries (COD-AB), sex and agedisaggregated population data (COD-PS), and humanitarian profile (caseload)(COD-HP).

CODs are the first reference to collect baseline and can be downloaded from the Humanitarian Data
Centre (HDX).

Humanitarian Profile

The humanitarian profile is fundamentally an attempt to account for, on an ongoing basis, the number of
people having humanitarian needs arising from a given emergency. It can be thought of as humanitarian
caseload. It is essentially a count of the number of “affected” people in the emergency. Because people may
be affected in many different ways by an emergency, different groups are identified within the humanitarian
profile, such as displaced, non-displaced, injured, missing, and dead.
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In addition to Humanitarian Profile, the population categories in the humanitarian context also focus on
the “affected population” who “in need” of assistance and people who are being “targeted” by
humanitarian action and if aid has “reached” them and able to “cover” their needs. Please also see
annexe Humanitarian Population Figures.

Summary from Humanitarian Population Figure Guidance (IASC Information Management Working Group)
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Needs Assessment Strategy

Needs assessments are appropriate and
recommended when:
 A new crisis has emerged.
 A sudden or substantial change happens
in an existing crisis.
 Additional information about a specific
situation or for decision-making (e.g.,
medium- and long-term strategies) is
required.
 Contingency planning is undertaken.
 A change in the policy provides new
opportunities.
 Response plan requires the identification
of needs and prioritisation of resource
allocation.

Needs assessments are inappropriate and not
recommended when:

×

×
×
×
×
×

Programmatic or planning decisions have
already been made, and the assessment
results will have no operational or
strategic relevance.
Additional information is not required.
Conducting an assessment will put data
collectors, respondents or community
members in harm’s way.
An assessment’s results will be incorrect
or extremely biased, or its effectiveness
will be limited due to known factors.
The negative impact of raised
expectations outweighs the benefits of
data collection.
An affected population has reported that
it feels over-assessed or will be
negatively affected by a further
assessment.

It is essential to understand how specific situations may require adapted strategies to meet all the
information needs, including using different types and methods to overcome some of the context or
crisis specific challenges. Implementation of strategy also helps in undertaking preparedness activities
to ensure needs assessment components are ready when required.
Sudden onset
In the case of a new sudden-onset emergency or
a sudden substantial change in an existing crisis,
information is needed urgently to inform
emergency actions. In this case, an initial or a
rapid assessment will be required to inform
emergency decisions and priorities (i.e. in the
Initial and Revised Flash Appeals). The
information will be less detailed and precise in
order to quickly obtain a preliminary snapshot of
the situation. Later assessments may be
staggered or linked to inform each other and
provide regular updates on the conditions of affected populations, using more robust and quantitative
methods as needed.
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Slow onset
In a slow-onset crisis such as a relatively small-scale and steady influx of displacement, repetitive
droughts or such as locust attack on crops, the progression of the crisis is slower, more predictable, and
does not change frequently.

The decision-making and planning time frames – which the needs assessments are to inform – are
well-identified (i.e. it is easier to plan for in-depth assessments accordingly). In this case, multi-sectoral
or sectoral in-depth needs assessments are recommended to support medium- and long-term
planning, and will be implemented at regular and strategic intervals (i.e. to inform HNOs,
Comprehensive Needs Assessments, multi-year plans, etc.). The methodology used should be
comparable to allow for trends analysis from one assessment cycle to the next. A key component
should be a secondary data review that can be jointly analysed by partners. Please bear in mind
that with each type of needs assessment the methodology changes which have a direct effect on
resources and cost of needs assessment.
Complex emergencies
Unpredictable, complex emergencies,
multiple cycles of violence or
escalations of crisis may regularly
occur, and instability and stability
might coexist depending on time and
geographical area. In such situations,
regular analysis of situational
monitoring data can help identify
potential trends that may trigger
further needs assessments.
Stability and safety are the main factors
that determine which type of assessment to use and sequencing. In a relatively accessible and stable
context, any type of assessment may be appropriate. In an unstable situation, initial and rapid
assessments may be the only options available to obtain the minimal information required to inform
strategic planning and programme activities.
When considering an in-depth assessment in unstable areas, the validity overtime of the collected
information needs to be reviewed against expected changes in the context. Secondary data should
always be reviewed and jointly analysed to inform needs assessment findings. If access is difficult,
secondary data might be the resource to rely on.
pg. 19
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Minimum Suggested Outputs While Planning Coordinated Assessments

 Coordinated Assessment Strategy available, which is regularly reviewed and updated by the Inter-Cluster
Coordination Group.
 Humanitarian Profile for the crisis is established.
 Agreed Analytical Framework is available and guiding the data collection and analysis.
 Core CODs and other CODs (baseline) is available and regularly updated.
 Response (4W) and humanitarian access data and analysis are collected regularly through agreed tools
and methods.

Checklist for this step

Steps
3. Establishing a
context-specific
baseline

2.2 Availability of
needs & response
data and
identification of
information gaps

2.3 Localise
Coordinated
Assessment strategy

Possible activities
 Produce an overview of pre-crisis and incrisis information.
 Define and agree on baseline (Core
Common Operational Datasets CODs, and
other CODs)

 Establish or review the Humanitarian
Profile (with accepted definitions).
 Ensure COD’s are used in needs
assessment and analysis.
 Identify Information gaps.
 Availability of needs and response data.
 Agreement and methodology developed
to capture response and access data.
 Maintain humanitarian access data,
“who is doing what, where and when”
(4W) data, including current and
historical data on People in Need (PIN),
Targeted, Reached and Covered.
 Develop and agree on an Analytical
Framework to guide data collection and
analysis.
 Develop or review the Coordinated
Assessment strategy (joint assessment,
harmonize assessment, continuous
monitoring etc.)

 Develop and operationalise Joint
Assessment package (for different context
in a crisis such as natural disaster, conflicts,
displacement etc.)

 Consultations and agreement on
harmonise assessments.
 Maintain a needs assessment indicators
and questionnaire database.
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Minimum outputs
 Coordinated Assessment
Strategy available, which is
regularly reviewed and
updated by the Inter-Cluster
Coordination Group.
 Established Humanitarian
Profile for the crisis.
 Core CODs and other CODs
(baseline) is available and
regularly updated.
 Response (4W) and
humanitarian access data and
analysis are collected
regularly through agreed
tools and methods; including
historical data on People in
Need (PIN), Targeted,
Reached and Covered.
 Agreed Analytical Framework
is available and guiding the
data collection and analysis.
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Field examples

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Humanitarian InSight – People in Need and People Target data, including Humanitarian Needs Overview
(HNO) and Response Plans (HRP).
Rohingya Refugee Crisis Response 4W dashboard.
Ethiopia Common Operational Datasets (CODs) on Humanitarian Data Exchange.
Syria quality of humanitarian access.
Iraq humanitarian access severity.
Joint Assessment Concept Note: Central African Republic MIRA.
Iraq assessment strategy (inter-Cluster).

Additional Reading and Guidance

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Needs Assessment and Analysis – Knowledge Management Platform (OCHA NARAS) – Section:
Planning. Recommended resource.
OCHA’s Information Management Tool Box – 3W (Who is doing what where) and Common
Operational Datasets CODs.
UNHCR Handbook on needs assessment.
IASC Ops Guidance on Coordinated Assessments.
IASC Multi-Cluster Initial Rapid Assessment.
Water Sanitation and Hygiene Global Cluster (WGC) toolkit – relevant sections of information
management, and needs assessment. To understand the coordination of needs assessment from the
perspective of the Cluster.
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3. Design of data collection

No single standard assessment approach can apply to all situations. Data collection design will often require
flexibility and adaptation based on the broader context they are taking place in. In most cases, the data
collection design should include both primary and secondary data.
It is essential that before embarking on designing data collection methods, the scope needs assessment and
analysis is clear. By stating clear objectives of purpose and coverage – including geographical scope,
population groups and sub-groups to be assessed, and topics to be covered – will support a shared
understanding of what the needs assessment will deliver. It also will help to identify appropriate
methodologies and agreement on an analytical framework which will be used by different actors who will be
part of the process. The analytical framework will help support and guide:
•
•
•

In the collection and analysis of secondary and primary data by identifying key analytical questions;
it provides a way to organise what data to collect and how to analyse it, and as well as how to
describe the relationships and interactions between the elements that are to be measured;
It will support a common analysis of where humanitarian and protection needs and risks are most
severe and which population groups are most in need, including vulnerability; and

Similarly, the discussion and agreement on the analytical framework should also provide an understanding
of what will be the analytical outputs, such as:
•
•
•
•
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Estimates of people affected by the crisis;
The severity of needs and the estimates of people in need and at risk;
Estimates of people reached and covered by assistance;
Estimates of people and areas accessible etc.
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8

Data collection in assessments can be broadly grouped into two areas, based on the type of data
collated or collected:
Secondary data is that which is external to a particular needs assessment exercise (i.e. collected for
other purposes), while primary data has been collected within the context of a time-bound assessment
and provides stakeholders opportunity to collectively design, collect and conduct analysis. Not all
assessments will include a primary data collection component: For instance, many Humanitarian Needs
Overview (HNO) is generally produced using only existing secondary data by harmonising various needs
assessments and data.

Methodologies for Secondary Data Review

Secondary data review (SDR) is an often-overlooked component of an assessment, although it is critical
to establishing a thorough understanding of a situation. An SDR ensures that all available data is used
before investments are made to collect primary data, contextualises primary data and helps to avoid
duplication of effort. It is recommended that operations maintain an updated secondary data review
which can also be helpful for Humanitarian Needs Overview.
The SDR establishes what is known and unknown about a situation and its impact, including details on
the size and status of the affected population and the severity of conditions. The review involves
collecting and analysing pre-crisis and crisis-specific information, statistics, demographics, and other
relevant data at various levels of aggregation.
Main steps to undertake Secondary Data Review (SDR):

8

MIRA/generic analytical framework and analytical outputs - Adapted from IASC MIRA Guidance 2015 and UNHCR NA Handbook 2017
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Pre-Crisis Data
Basic information on the country context, including baseline data and general information about the
prevailing political, economic, social, and security environment, is collected to gain a more in-depth
understanding of the characteristics related to local vulnerabilities, opportunities, capacities, and risks.
Pre-crisis secondary data includes available lessons learned on the impact of previous similar events, as
well as information about relevant upcoming events (e.g. elections, seasonal change, etc.).
Examples of Pre-Crisis data
•
•
•
•
•

Population figures and demographics (e.g.
population breakdown by sex, age, and
other forms of diversity)
Socio-economic data (e.g. average
household size, gender roles, livelihood
practices, religion and beliefs, languages)
Existing vulnerabilities
Protection profile and risks
Spatial data (political/administrative
boundaries, settlement locations), maps,
and satellite imagery
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Possible sources
• National statistics offices, censuses, and relevant line ministries
• UNHCR resources include Country Operation Plans - web portal
•
•
•
•
•

(data.unhcr.org), map portal (maps.unhcr.org/en/search), and
previous assessment results
IASC Common Operational Datasets (CODs)
Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX) (data.humdata.org/)

ReliefWeb (http://reliefweb.int) or Humanitarian Response Web
(www.humanitarianresponse.info/)
UNMAS Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA)
Database
World Bank development indicators, Millennium Development Goals,
other development partners
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health and nutrition data (mortality,
morbidity, and malnutrition data)
WASH information (existing water sources,
type of soil)
Food insecurity and forecast
Location and status of infrastructure
(roads, health facilities, communications)
Contingency plans
Upcoming events (elections, winter, etc.)
Legal, political, and environmental data
Climate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Previous appeals, Humanitarian Needs Overviews (HNOs), and
Humanitarian Response Plans (HRPs) - https://www.hpc.tools/
World Health Organization country epidemiological profiles
UNICEF Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS) data
Remote sensing, Operational Satellite Applications Programme
(UNOSAT), UNGGIM
Civil society and UN agency reports (sectoral, thematic,
programmatic), lessons learned, evaluations
ALNAP lessons learned
NGO, UN agency human rights and gender equality rights reports
Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (IDMC)
The New Humanitarian is a news agency
Famine Early Warning System Network (FEWS)
Index for Risk Management (INFORM)

In-Crisis data
In-crisis secondary data constitutes information directly related to the impact of the current situation.
This could include, for example, information about the influx of displaced since the conflict started or
about cholera rates in settlements. This data is generally used and analysed to help determine the most
affected regions, populations, sectors, and sites, and those that require further assessment.
Examples of In-Crisis data
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Possible sources

Problem areas for key sectors (what is an
issue, what is not)
Humanitarian Profile with host and nonhost population categories and with
People in Need, Targeted and Reached
figures.
Population estimates for UNHCR persons
of concern by sex, age and diversity (e.g.
number, locations, types)
Population figures of migrants from IOM.
Humanitarian access constraints (e.g.
due to insecurity, logistics, weather,
infrastructure)
Affected geographical areas
Presence or absence of humanitarian
actors in affected locations
Geospatial data
Conflict events
Ongoing response and gaps
Disaster event and impact

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

ReliefWeb, Humanitarian Response Web
UNHCR data portal and map portal
Civil society organisations, government,
and UN agency situation reports
(including UNDSS, DPKO, OCHA)
Cluster and inter-cluster reports, websites, and meetings
UNMAS Information Management
System for Mine Action (IMSMA)
Database
OCHA security incidents and humanitarian access database
Remote sensing, Operational Satellite
Applications Programme (UNOSAT), UNGGIM, International Charter on Space and
Major Disasters
Social media, other media, blogs, crowdsourcing
Personal networks
Funding appeals, response plans and funding (Financial
Tracking System, OCHA InSight www.hpc.tools)
ACLED, conflict incidents data (https://www.acleddata.com/)

Estimating Affected Population figures

Establish Total Population
The total population living within the boundaries of the affected nation-state is the basis for all estimations
of further sub-sets of population.
The total population = (All population living within the boundaries of the country + all population that has
entered the boundaries of the country from another origin (incoming refugees, third-country nationals,
migrants)) – (All population that has left the country (all people that have been displaced outside of the
boundaries of the country))
pg. 25
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Agreeing on the source of data from which the total population can be calculated is the precondition for
establishing reliable humanitarian population figures. Arriving at a common baseline for population
calculation and ensuring a credible source is crucial to ensure compatible figures and agreement on the
outcomes of the exercise. A desk review of pre-crisis population statistics/census data—extrapolating with
birthrate and death rate estimates if necessary— is recommended in order to calculate the total population.
The desk review and data collection should be done ahead of time, whereas the population
mobility/displacement data would come after the occurrence of the crisis/shock. 9
n cases where there has been displacement, identify the most significant patterns of population movement
and estimate the number of people who fled the country as well as people who entered the country, or
district, sub-district, etc., depending on the geographical level you are working on. If possible, disaggregate
data per administrative level, sex and age.
Once the Total Population is identified and the denominator is known, several metrics can be used to
identify populations Affected and In Need. Being affected or in need is generally a function of the location
of the population, the pre-crisis vulnerability, the impact of the crisis and the intensity of unmet needs.

Geography/Location such as geographical proximity to frontlines, people in areas of high conflict intensity.
Distance to the eye of the storm or the earthquake epicentre can be used as proxies to identify people
affected and in need.
Pre-crisis vulnerability People who were below the poverty line or already suffering the effects of previous
crisis or shocks (e.g., food insecure or in an area categorized in IPC Phase 3, 4 or 5) are considered more
vulnerable to new crises and can fall in the category People Affected or People in Need.
Crisis impact can be used to identify population sections in need, based on their status (refugees, returnees,
internally displaced, etc.); demography (age and sex cohorts); setting (population living in areas of low
temperature or in hazard prone areas, population in open spaces); or with specific needs (single headed
households or unaccompanied children).
The severity of unmet needs Food insecurity, existing and confirmed gaps in access to or availability of basic
services and goods, protection issues, morbidity and mortality, low enrolment rates, shelter damages, etc.
can be measured or estimated and used to identify population in need. Since not all people in need face the
same degree of unmet needs, it is also possible and recommended to provide estimates by Severity
category: people at risk, people moderately in need, people severely in need.
Establish People Affected
Estimating how many people have been affected in a specific crisis using available population data comes
from the IASC Information Management Task Force’s Guidance on the Humanitarian Profile Common
Operational Data Set.
Two approaches can be applied:
A technical brief published by ACAPS in 2014 on how to establish a demographic profile based on secondary data
pg. 26
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Top-down approach:
In the immediate aftermath of a shock such as an earthquake, sub-groups may not yet be determined and
figures for population displaced and casualties may not be available. In these cases, the population affected
is determined as a total, then disaggregated as data becomes available.

Bottom-up approach:
The Humanitarian Profile framework outlines the components of estimating the affected population. The
number of affected people is defined as the sum of casualties (excluding the category injured, as it is not
mutually exclusive), displaced population and non-displaced affected population. The model is however
flexible. The sub-groups of the population affected are not static, but determined specifically in the crisis
context and thus will vary. Once these mutually exclusive groups are identified and figures sourced for each
group, their sum results in the overall number of People Affected. The non-affected population is derived by
subtracting the number of people affected from the total population.

10

Above summary is adapted and extracted from IASC Guidance on Humanitarian Population Figures.

Establish People in Need
People in Need (PiN) include those whose wellbeing and living standard sare threatened or disrupted, and
who cannot re-establish their normal living conditions with their accustomed means in a timely manner
without additional assistance. More specifically, people in need are those who suffer from the humanitarian
consequences identified during the joint inter-sectoral analysis. The estimation of the number of people in
need should be disaggregated by relevant population groups, sub-groups and geographic areas.
A refinement of the method to estimate the PiN number is being developed as part of the Joint Intersectoral
Analysis Framework (JIAF) and initial guidance is expected by 2020. 11

Humanitarian Profile IASC 2011
HPC Step-by-Step Guidance 2019
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Need is a contextually defined concept. What is considered a need can be influenced by factors such as legal
systems, personal values, prior experience, internationally or nationally defined standards.
Need is a time-sensitive concept. What is defined as a need often changes over time as the fulfilment of
basic need permits awareness of a less urgent need. Consequently, unmet needs are often measured
differently based on the programming phase – proximity to threat or exposure to death in the first days after
a disaster, degree of access to basic services and goods in the following weeks, and so on. As a relative and
evolutionary term, the need concept is without widely agreed boundaries. It must be operationally defined
for each crisis according to the current context and historical references or benchmarks.
The two main approaches top-down and bottom-up to help identify the People in Need:
Top-down approach:
In their simplest form, unmet needs can be measured in relation to a “Core humanitarian problem”. This
approach is based on the premise that there is a common denominator for the population affected and in
need, a “core problem” generated by the specific nature of the shock. For example, after a sudden-onset
crisis such as an earthquake, flood or tropical storm, the core problem and most relevant proxy indicator for
people in need can be damage to shelter. More elaborated constructs for calculating population in need call
for the use of composite measures – compounded effects of several dimensions of needs. In conflicts or
protracted crises, several “core humanitarian problems” can drive needs, including status, specific
vulnerabilities, loss of livelihoods, limited freedom of movement, lack of access to humanitarian assistance
and basic services, specific protection concerns, etc.
The strength of this approach is it allows clear articulation of a context-specific Affected/People in Need
figure and helps the inter-sector prioritisation.
Limitations of this approach include the acknowledgement that using, for example, shelter as the key
indicator is not completely inclusive of all possible groups in need, such as children not in school or people
with changed access to health care. However, there is a strong correlation between shelter conditions and
other needs, including the potential loss of food or seed stocks, damage of WASH facilities, and exposure to
increased protection risks. Methods for estimating PIN vary significantly according to the country and the
type of crisis but also the available data at the moment in the crisis when estimates are needed. This has
implications on opportunities and risks for estimating PIN.
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Nepal Earthquake Number of People in Need Estimation

Bottom-up approach:
The bottom-up approach is used where estimates of population in need are already available, but an overall
PIN figure still needs to be agreed upon. The bottom-up approach consists of several aggregation rules,
which if followed, will eliminate overlap and produce the best estimate of the overall, inter-sectoral number
of People in Need.
Humanitarian population figures are generally available disaggregated at three levels:

The geographical location (district A, B and C)

The sector of interest (Indicators along with data accessibility or availability of water, food
insecure, disease-affected population/areas etc.)

The affected groups such as IDPs, resident population, affected returnees, etc. Disaggregation by
setting (urban, rural), sex and age, socioeconomic status, religion, ethnicity, etc. is less frequent but often
required.
Aggregation rules for the bottom-up approach
Careful attention should be given when aggregating population figures across sectors, geographical areas or
affected groups. Several aggregation rules should be followed to avoid overlap and double counting to
produce the best estimate of the overall, inter-sectoral number of People in Need.
pg. 29
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Rule #1: Aggregate (Sum) only across mutually exclusive categories (i.e. dimensions)
The single most important challenge is to avoid double-counting when aggregating across multidimensional
(i.e. sectors, type of event) and hierarchical (administrative divisions 1, 2 and 3) categories since one
particular individual can belong to several categories at the same time. For instance, one individual can be in
need in the shelter AND the health sector and will appear in both sectors’ PIN estimates.
Rule #2: When using multidimensional data, use the Max value to avoid double counting
Aggregating PIN across different sectors to obtain an overall figure of people in need is a classic calculation in
needs assessments or HNOs. The recommendation is to use the highest sectoral estimate as a proxy for the
total number of PIN. The highest sectoral estimate will still be lower than the actual number of people in
need, considering that individuals will have needs in several sectors. Therefore the highest maximum
number will be the smallest common denominator. It is however not possible to simply add up all sectors
together because this implies double or multiple counting.
Rule #3: When using the Max value, always use the lowest level of detail in the available hierarchies
The Syria Multi-Sectoral Needs Assessment (MSNA) Technical Working Group chose to use the maximum
people in need estimates across all sectors, at the lowest administrative level where data was available
(subdistrict) and then to sum across all sub-districts to get the total number of PIN. While inter-sector
overlap is not known, it is assumed that derived at a low geographical level, the maximum PIN across sectors
or sector indicators is still lower than the actual combined people in need figure.

Methodologies for Primary Data Collection

The appropriateness and feasibility of different data collection methodologies will depend on the
objectives of the primary data collection exercise (i.e. key questions to be answered), constraints (time,
resources, access, etc.), and expected benefits and costs (in terms of protection outcomes, security
risks, etc.). Context is also essential, and the main elements to consider are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The scale of the emergency (e.g. in terms of the number of people and areas affected, or the
severity of the effects);
Stability of the crisis and frequency of changes in the operational environment;
Security context for data collectors and subjects, and for the data itself (e.g. level of sensitivity at
collection points, transfer points, sharing points, storage points, etc.);
Value and operational importance of the information to be collected;
Resources and capacity available to collect the primary data;
Protection risks associated with the assessment; and
Possible over-assessment of any population group.

Note that more than one technique can be used to meet the purposes of the exercise.
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Main components of primary data collection:
Components

Examples

General
objectives

Provide decision-makers with information that is robust enough to enable them to set
priorities and make informed decisions about community response and programmes, based
on:
 Key needs and their severity
 Existing capacities and coping mechanisms
 Initial information on preferences, including modality of response (cash, in-kind,
combination)
 Risks and threats to diverse women, men, girls and boys in the affected
populations and host communities

Scope, geographical
coverage

Establish geographic boundaries and units of reporting, e.g.:
 Affected areas vs non-affected areas
 Administrative units (provinces, departments, districts, etc.)
 Camp vs out-of-camp populations
 Urban vs rural settings

Targeted
groups

Clearly define groups to be assessed (e.g. diverse women, men, girls, and boys):
 Based on humanitarian Profile such as Refugees, IDPs, non-displaced, host
communities and returnees, including vulnerable people etc.
 Persons facing additional risk, including women and girls, unaccompanied and
separated children, older women and men, persons from religious, cultural,
and language-minority backgrounds, men of fighting age, and those with
specific needs such as persons with mental and physical disabilities, LGBTI,
single older persons, survivors of SGBV, etc.

Clusters/
sector themes

Ensure clearly defined topics to be assessed, e.g.:
 Multi-Sector: Protection (e.g. child protection, education, prevention of
SGBV), CCCM, food and nutrition, public health, shelter and core relief items,
WASH, livelihoods, durable solutions
 Inter-sectoral focusing on life saving vs other consequences

Time frame




Establish a realistic time frame, based on the objective, available
resources, security, and other constraints
Ensure that data can be collected, processed, and analysed in time to be fed
into the relevant planning cycle and that the outputs can be delivered in a
timely fashion to inform response planning and design

Assessment
coordination

Identify organisations, agencies, or individuals in charge of the assessment coordination,
and their respective roles and responsibilities

Outputs

Pre-define the outputs and their respective dissemination plans:
 Report templates and outlines
 Type of graphs and maps
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The decision tree below can be helpful in deciding which research methods should be chosen.

12

Sampling

A sample is that group of people, households, institutions, etc. which is selected from the sample frame for
interviewing or studying. There are two main sampling methods: probability and non-probability. A
probability sampling method is any method of sampling that uses some form of random selection in which
every individual or entity has an equal chance (probability) of being selected for the sample, and in which
the selection of one individual or entity is independent of the selection of another. A non-probability
sampling method does not use random selection throughout the process (it may, however, be used at
certain stages); therefore, every individual or entity does not have an equal chance of being selected for the
sample. 13

12

Decision tree for selecting methodology for primary data collection. IASC MIRA Guidance 2015 and UNHCR Handbook 2017

Aquiring and analysing data in support of evidence-based decisions - A Guidance to Humanitarian Work - ICRC 2017
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14

Probability sampling is considered more representative, the results of which can be generalised for
the population.

Non-probability sampling is usually not representative, however, can provide tendencies, trends and
results may be generalised carefully when triangulated with evidence showing similarities between the
sample and the overall population of interest in the variables being studied.
Purposive sampling is often recommended for rapid assessments because the sampling ensures target
subjects with different characteristics are selected. Purposive sampling is useful for conducting needs
assessments on a limited budget, where there is the capacity to reach only a smaller number of sites.
Results based on purposive sampling cannot be generalised to cover an entire population.
Purposive sampling involves a two-part process. The first part is to define which selection criteria are
essential to consider, according to the assessment objectives. The second is to visit sites that represent
a cross-section of these. Potentially important types and characteristics for such sites could include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sites with the most urgent needs (based on secondary data review);
Sites where little is known or key information is lacking (knowledge gaps); or
Sites showing one or several typical situations or groups of concern for the analysis, such as the following:
IDPs vs. non-IDPs;
Rural vs. urban areas; or
Directly vs. indirectly affected populations.

Data Collection Techniques

Types of Sampling.
pg. 33
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There are different methods for collecting primary data. Each has advantages and disadvantages, and
each provides qualitative and quantitative data in different proportions. Often techniques are combined
with strengthening the analysis (i.e. make it more comprehensive) and look at the information from
different points of view.

Purpose

Key informant
interviews

Structured or semistructured a questionnaire
adapted to respondent’s
expected knowledge

Individuals with prior and
specific knowledge on an
issue, situation, group, or
location

Direct
observation

Structured (looking for) and
unstructured
(looking at) observation
(sounds, smells, visual
impressions, for instance, the
presence and absence of
things and people, taste,
touch)

N/A

Gather information about
the impact of the crisis
among different population
groups, identify risks,
challenges, opportunities,
and resilience
Discover conditions and
specific features of an
affected site or a population
Discover what is or is not
there, or what is/feels
abnormal
Triangulate data obtained
through other techniques

Semi-structured interview
with a group of individuals to
gain information on
conditions,
situations, experience,
expectations, or perceptions
through group interaction

Small population groups
sharing specific characteristics
(e.g. age, sex, diversity factors,
economic status)

Discussion with a diverse
group of individuals from a
specific community

Diverse groups of individuals
from the selected community
representing different groups,
household situations, and
characteristics

Focus group
discussions

Community
group
discussions

Household
visits

Structured interviews with
members of households to
gain information on
conditions,
situations, experience,
expectations, or perceptions.
Teams observe the living
conditions of these
households

Female and male heads of
household (or other
representatives of the
households,
e.g. caregivers, including
where these are single women
or
children)

This table is adapted from IASC MIRA and UNHCR NA Guidance.
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Listen to the affected
population
Record priorities, needs,
capacities, and risks
identified by specific groups
Understand underlying
factors, risks, threats, and
causes
Deepen knowledge gained
from other techniques
Gain information on
conditions, experience,
expectations, or perceptions
to ensure different points of
view
Record priorities, needs,
and protection risks
identified by the community
Deepen knowledge gained
from other techniques
Understand the condition
and situation based on predefined indicators
Record priorities, needs,
and protection risks
identified by household
representatives

Monitoring

Respondent group

In-Depth

Means of collection

Rapid
Assessment

Type

Initial
Assessment

The table below summarises the most commonly used techniques in different types of needs
assessments.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Units of measurement
Data is generally collected at specific levels called units of measurement, which also determine the level
of analysis. There are four main units of measurement in the humanitarian needs assessment. It is
important to note that different units should not be combined on a single data-collection form.

•

Community-level assessments take place at the neighbourhood, village, or camp level. The aim
is to evaluate the availability and quality of community-shared resources; the existence of
community-level needs, risks, and threats; and the coping mechanisms within a community.

•

Institution-level assessments look at the availability and quality of services and the condition of
key public buildings such as schools and hospitals. In some situations, there may be more than
one such institution for a particular community.

•

Household-level assessments are carried out to evaluate the needs of a household and are usually
conducted with a representative or the head of the household. A household is defined as a group
of persons (one or more) living together who make common provisions for food or other
essentials of living (e.g. stove, shelter).

•

Individual-level assessments evaluate the needs of individuals. Such an assessment should be
disaggregated by sex, age, and other diversity factors (e.g. instances when the needs of some
individuals in a household differ from those of others within the same household due to their
gender, age, or other diversity or vulnerability criteria).

The unit of measurement used in a needs assessment directly affects the types of data that can be
gathered and the types of questions to include in the data collection form, if applicable. Here are some
examples of how, for instance, health-themed questions on a data collection form could differ
depending on the unit of analysis used:
•
•
•
•
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Community-level: Is there a functioning health facility in this village?
Institution level: How many doctors work at this health facility?
Household-level: Can your family afford to buy medicines?
Individual-level: What vaccines have you had?
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Analysis Plan
A data analysis plan is the operational extension of the analytical framework. It should be developed to
guide the compilation or collection of data for each domain of the analytical framework and to identify
appropriate indicators for measurement.
A robust data analysis plan ensures that:
•
•
•
•
•
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All necessary data is collected for analysis.
Time is not wasted in collecting data that is available from other sources, will not help to
achieve the assessment objectives, and/or will not be used.
Indicators are formally stated and described.
The data to collect from primary vs secondary sources, including identification of information
gaps and reliability, is recorded.
Analytical outputs are identified and understood by all stakeholders.
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16

Data collection tools or questionnaires 17

There are different types of tools that are commonly used to collect structured, semi-structured or openended primary data for humanitarian analysis, decision-making and programming.
The structured and semi-structured questionnaire: self-administered questionnaires, for instance, and
others – such as those used in registration, measurement, interviews and group discussions are most
commonly used across the humanitarian crisis.
A questionnaire seeks to do two things primarily: maximise the number of responses and obtain accurate
information that can be analysed and interpreted across different sections of the questionnaire keeping in
mind specific analytical outputs. A well-designed questionnaire can both optimize cost-effectiveness and
ensure the quality and accuracy of data. Long questionnaires which are not tested in field conditions are the
norm in the humanitarian sphere. The respondents can lose attention quite quickly, and any interview more
than 30 minutes start to generate inaccurate data. Longer questionnaires put a burden on respondents, who
become tired and perhaps bored.
The wording of questions has a direct influence on the responses to them. The designer should have some
sense of the respondents’ capacities and when framing the questions, try to imagine that he or she was the
typical respondent or the least educated among the respondents, who would have to reply to them.
The sequence and flow of questions should make it easy to complete the questionnaire and to keep the
respondent engaged and comfortable.
As with open-ended notes, guides, check-list are extremely useful for collecting qualitative information. Being
a bit more structured, they should be explicit enough that the required information is captured however
open enough as to not ‘lead’ the respondents in an assumed direction. Note-taking and structured de-briefs
16
17

Example of analysis plan
The content of this section is adapted and extracted data analysis in humanitarian work
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are methods used to record data collected in an open-ended manner: here, the data collector provides
extremely useful observations and analysis.
Tools commonly used to collect primary data collection:
Tool

Description

Example

s

ss

o

Registration

Baseline information, normally
demographic, and a minimal number of
descriptive variables

 Population census
 Beneficiary registration
 Hospital register

x

Self-administered
questionnaire

Questionnaire completed by a respondent
and returned

 Feedback survey
 Polling survey

x

x

Interview

The questionnaire that is completed
during an interview with one or more
respondents

 Household/Individual
questionnaire

x

x

x

Group discussion

Discussion led by the data collector
with a group of relevant
respondents

 Community group discussion
 Focus-group discussion
 Participatory tools

x

x

x

Direct
observation

Data gathered through
observation of an element or
phenomenon

 Observation of damage
 Observation of type and
status of household items

x

x

Measurement

Technical unit or instrument used to
measure

 Middle-upper arm
circumference
 Plot size/Acreage

x

Reporting

Analytical units report back regularly

 Crowd-sourcing/seeding
 Eyewitness account Feedback
 hotline

x

x

x 18

 Key informant questionnaire

S = structured ss= semi-structured and o=open

18

Tools commonly used for collecting primary data for humanitarian work – Adapted from the Data analysis in humanitarian work ICRC 2017
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When developing A questionnaire, think about…
Relevance

 Is the element (a piece of data or
question) necessary and useful? Is
it in my analysis plan?

 Do I need the age of each child or just the number
of children under the age of 16?

Accuracy

 Is the element “double-barrelled”?
Should it be broken up into two, or
three, or four questions?
Does the element need to be more

specific?
Does the element need to be more

general?

 If I ask them their household income, will they include
information on remittances and gifts? If I ask them their
 level of satisfaction with the food and non-food aid, will
I know if they were satisfied with one and not the other?
Do I need the number of children and adults in addition
to the overall number of household members?

If I ask about remittances over the last 30 days, will I
have enough detail to understand their contribution to
the overall household economy?

Willingness
and ability of
respondents
to talk

 Can the respondents provide the
information requested?

 Can members of the household recall how many sheep
they owned before the crisis?

 Will the respondent answer
truthfully?

 Will they tell me how many heads of cattle they own?

 Is it a sensitive subject? If so, how
should I approach it?

 How do I ask them why they decided to leave their home?
Will they talk about any challenges or discomfort they
experience in the host community?

Repetitiveness



Have I already asked this question in
another way? Do I need to try and
collect it in two different ways to
ensure that I get it right, or will that
become tediously repetitive?

 Are other organisations collecting the
same data?
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If I ask them whether they received any remittances and if
so, how much, do I need to collect this data again under
monthly income?

 Have other organisations collected data on remittance
patterns?
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Mediums to collect primary data collection:
Paper
Paper is the most commonly used medium because it is relatively inexpensive and flexible – notes can be
added, questions reordered, etc. – and because, unlike electronic data-collection tools, it does not require
technical skills to develop the questionnaire itself. That said, electronic data-collection tools are getting
easier and easier to use.

Uses For paper - Registration, self-administered questionnaires, interviews, observation,
measurement and reporting
Pros





Cons
Speedy data collection
Flexible

×
×

Slow and costly data entry/processing

×

Greater risk of data going astray if the paper archiving system
is not in place

Requires few technical skills

×

Higher risk of error in data entry/processing, because of lack
of measures to approve or verify accuracy of responses,
ensure legibility or make the asking of certain questions
compulsory

Need for additional tools – GPS, audio recording devices,
cameras, etc.

Mobile Devices
Handheld mobile devices – smartphones, tablets etc. – can be used in conjunction with data- collection
software such as Open Data Kit (ODK), Kobo Toolbox (also see annexe) and Device Magic. Mobile devices are
useful in data collection on the go – for example, for data collectors going from house to house.
Uses For handheld mobile devices - Registration, self-administered questionnaires,
interviews, observation, measurement and reporting
Pros
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Cons

×
×

Slow and costly data entry/processing

Data quality can be monitored through time
stamps and automated GPS coordinates

×

Can carry several different applications
useful in fieldwork (text, photo, GPS, etc.)

×

Greater risk of data going astray if the paper archiving system
is not in place

The synchronisation of data on the fly when
network available

×

Data collection and entry phase take place
together, enabling speedy processing
Data quality can be enforced through the use of
skip logic, validation rules and mandatory
questions

Higher risk of error in data entry/processing, because of lack
of measures to approve or verify accuracy of responses,
ensure legibility or make the asking of certain questions
compulsory

Need for additional tools – GPS, audio recording devices,
cameras, etc.
Mobile devices based data collection is often associated with
intelligence gathering and can pose a security threat.
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Training and Pre-testing
Data-collection methods, mediums and tools should always be tested and reviewed before there are put fully
into practice. Data collectors conducting interviews and group discussions should be trained, and their
training should, ideally, cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

describing the objectives of the needs assessment
describing the organisation(s) and sectors/Clusters behind the needs assessment (design,
implementation and funding)
communicating the expectations of the data collectors
sampling logic and selection of respondents
walkthrough of the tools with an explanation of the objective and of each question
a role-playing exercise that simulates the interview
mitigating bias and dealing with non-response
communicating with the respondent and obtaining his or her consent (when applicable).

Minimum Suggested Outputs for Design of Data Collection







Clearly defined methodology of secondary data review linked to analytical framework and outputs.
Clearly defined methodology of primary data collection linked to analytical framework and outputs.
Questionnaire or tool available to collect primary data for different types of needs assessments.
Analysis plan developed.
The methods and agreement in place on population figures estimation.

Checklist for this step

Steps
3.1 Designing
Secondary Data
Review (SDR)
methods

3.2 Designing Primary
Data Collection
methods

Possible activities
I.
Geospatial analysis using secondary
data.
II.
Using an analytical framework in
Secondary data review and defining
analytical outputs, including the
severity of the need.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
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Creation or review of the analysis
plan.
Choosing or reviewing assessment
methodology to context and select
sites.
Collaboration, key steps and
timeliness of data collection.
Using the severity of the need in
primary data collection.
The development and adaptation of
data collection tools (questionnaire).

Minimum outputs
 Clearly defined
methodology of
secondary data
review linked to
analytical
framework and
outputs.
 Clearly defined
methodology of
primary data
collection linked to
analytical
framework and
outputs.
 Questionnaire or
tool to collect
primary data.
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VI.
3.3 Estimation of
Humanitarian
population figures

I.
II.

Training, preparing field assessment
teams and organize field visits.

 Analysis plan
developed.

Humanitarian population figures
 The methods and
estimation methods and linkage with
agreement in place
response planning and monitoring.
on population
Pre-agreement on estimation model.
figures estimation.

Additional Reading and Guidance

•
•
•
•
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Needs Assessment and Analysis – Knowledge Management Platform (OCHA NARAS)
Acquiring and Analysing Data in Support of Evidence-based Decisions: A Guide for Humanitarian
Work - ICRC 2017
Multi-Sector Initial Rapid Assessment Guidance - Revision July 2015
UNHCR Needs Assessment Handbook 2017
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4. Data collection

Remember, if information gaps emerge from the secondary data review collection of primary data is
required.

Secondary Data Review

For the purpose of humanitarian needs assessment discussions, secondary data is collected outside the
context of a particular time-bound assessment. Review of information already available. A desk review
is always an advisable first step to understand the information needs in a particular context.
The analysis team undertaking the SDR must have quantitative and qualitative research and analysis
skills to ensure a comprehensive and accurate review. A thorough secondary data review requires
resources and time and can be undertaken remotely. However, robust links to field operations are
necessary, and a good understanding of the local context (such as geographic areas and cultural norms)
will be required for the final interpretation of any secondary data.
In order to undertake a secondary data review in a coordinated manner, a best practice is to form an
analysis team involving agencies and stakeholders with sectoral expertise and local knowledge and
experience. The analysis team or technical working group will support joint analysis with an agreement
on the findings and output of the analysis.
A team leader such as an assessment coordinator or experienced data analyst leads the secondary data
review with sectoral experts. He/she is supported by information management specialists with
expertise in data analysis, GIS, remote sensing, or statistics. The team should ensure the following:

•

A common assessment registry and a repository for reports and datasets is established (storage
and sharing applications such as Dropbox are commonly used as quick and collaborative
solutions).

•
•

In this central repository, members of the team collate relevant reports and assessments.

•

A report template for the secondary data review is outlined, consolidating the sector reviews
and facilitating cross-sector analysis and findings.

Roles and responsibilities are shared among members and sector specialists and should be
decided upon early in the process.

Main results of SDR includes:

•
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Relevant information is captured and assessed for trustworthiness.
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•
•
•
•

Information systems and initiatives (e.g. assessments, monitoring systems, etc.) are
mapped and tracked through the assessment registry.
Both pre- and in-crisis information is collected, validated, and stored.
Secondary data is reviewed and analysed, resulting in a report.
Information gaps are identified by comparing available information against the information
needs in the data analysis plan.

It is recommended to use the Data Entry and Exploratory Platform (DEEP) for SDR.
he DEEP is an intelligent web-based platform powered by Natural Language
Processing technologies that progressively learn and assist users in their data
categorisation. DEEP accommodates both structured and unstructured data. Using
customisable analysis frameworks to guide their data collation and analysis, users
can easily tag information contained in large amounts of documents, filter for
specific categories of interest and export to a variety of formats.

Primary Data Collection: Interview Do’s and Don’t

Do
Establish contact first by introducing yourself, the
team, and the organization. Explain the purpose of
the
assessment to the respondents and that all
information will remain confidential.

Don’t

×

Obtain consent from all adult participants and
parents or guardians for any child participants.
Inform respondents that they can refuse to take
part in the assessment without negative
consequences and that they can refrain from
answering specific questions. If the interview will
be recorded on a device, explain how the
recording will be used and protected.
Hold the interview in a place that can put the
respondents at ease and ensure their security.

Don’t influence responses or probe for
additional information that is not required.
Instead, show empathy for the respondent and
interest in understanding his/her views as
relevant to the purpose of the assessment.

×

Don’t take pictures or videos of individuals or
record a conversation without their informed
consent.

×



Try to obtain responses from multiple sources
whenever possible. Involve all groups, particularly
persons with specific needs, to ensure the
assessment reflects the diversity of needs
experienced by different groups.

Don’t ask intrusive questions or use a
judgmental tone. Instead, be aware of what is
considered intrusive in the cultural context.
Avoid arguing with or challenging the
respondent; rather, let the respondent do
most of the talking, and intervene mostly to
clarify.

×



Establish a rapport through friendly behaviour in
order to inspire confidence and trust. Be an active,
attentive listener and record proceedings properly.

Don’t ask questions, particularly those related
to protection, in front of armed personnel,
security personnel, officials, or other persons
who could create protection risks for
respondents. This can include male members
of the family.

×



Respect the dignity of individuals and local
customs at all times. Use local impartial and
properly trained language interpreters to ensure
an inclusive approach. Ensure that interpreters are

Don’t get stuck on a question. If the
respondent is uncomfortable with certain
questions, do not insist that he/she answer.

×

Don’t talk to other participants about a specific
interview. Respect the confidentiality
extended.
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familiar with any technical terms that may be used
during the interview.

Pace yourself according to the time you have
allotted for the interview. For each interviewee,
note your own observations about the process and
content of the interview.
 Be sensitive to gender, age, and diversity. This
includes ensuring female assessors and translators
are available for female groups or individual
respondents and vice-versa; and ensuring that
communication methods are adapted for persons
with disabilities, children, persons with low
literacy, etc.
 In a household survey setting, wherever possible
verify answers through observation by data
collectors. This can help to triangulate
information in a simple, non-intrusive way.


×

Don’t prevent respondents from asking you
questions at the end of the interview.

×

Don’t create expectations or make promises
about future humanitarian or other support.

×

Don’t make assumptions about gender roles,
or about women’s and men’s needs and
priorities.

Minimum Suggested Outputs

 Process, methodology and tools in place to conduct secondary data review
 The secondary data analysis report
 Need assessment plan with sites identified, logistics, security, access and assessment partners
finalised.
 Data collectors trained on needs assessment questionnaire and tools.
 Optional: All preparations in place to collect data via mobile data collection

Checklist for this step

Steps
4.1 Secondary data
collection and analysis

4.2 Primary Data
Collection

Possible activities
I.
II.

I.
II.
III.
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Minimum outputs

Secondary data review and
analysis process and roles
Secondary data collection and
analysis

 Process, methodology and tools
in place to conduct secondary
data review
 The secondary data analysis
report

Logistics, security, access and
assessment partners
Using paper vs mobile data
collection (Kobo)
Primary data collection
(preparation, coordination
and collection)

 Need assessment plan with sites
identified, logistics, security,
access and assessment partners
finalised.
 Data collectors trained on needs
assessment questionnaire and
tools.
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 Optional: All preparations in
place to collect data via mobile
data collection

Additional Reading and Guidance

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Needs Assessment and Analysis – Knowledge Management Platform (OCHA NARAS)
Acquiring and Analysing Data in Support of Evidence-based Decisions: A Guide for Humanitarian
Work - ICRC 2017
Multi-Sector Initial Rapid Assessment Guidance - Revision July 2015
UNHCR Needs Assessment Handbook 2017
Comprehensive Food Security & Vulnerability Analysis (CFSVA) Guidelines - First Edition, 2009
Technical Brief - Secondary Data Review - Sudden Onset Natural Disasters 2014
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5. Data processing & basic analysis

Basics of processing and managing data

Data can be stored in one of the following:

Database
A database is an organized collection of data. Databases can be either relational or non-relational.
Non-relational databases are two-dimensional arrays of data (normally in the form of a single table) that can
be developed with most data-manipulation tools like MS Excel, or statistical software packages such as SAS,
SPSS or Sphinx.
Relational databases are databases housing a collection of tables and elements, each having some relation
to the other through a constant, a variable or a set of criteria. Basic relational databases can be developed in
MS Excel and statistical software packages, in which relationships are for the most part managed manually.
More complex relational databases, with many tables, relationships and types of relationship, may require
more robust software, such as MS Access, MS SQL or Oracle, which have advanced functionality for defining,
storing and managing relationships.

In Excel, each data table is represented by a sheet within a workbook; domain tables may be stored
together in one or more sheets, depending on the number of domain lists.
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Data tables
A data table is a table in which data records are stored. Each data table (excel or other database software) is
defined by its rows, columns and data values.

Rows
Each row after the column header row(s) represents one record, corresponding to one response gathered by
your data-collection tool. For example, if your tool was a household survey, and you surveyed 200
households, each row will correspond to one household. The first row, or sometimes the first few rows, will
represent the column headers.
Columns
Each column represents one database field, corresponding to one discrete unit of information, such as a
constant or variable. In some cases, one column corresponds to the response to one question in your datacollection form (e.g. sex of head of household); other cases will require more than one column (e.g. multiplechoice questions with several possible responses).
Important
• Use P-codes (refer to CODs) as a unique identifier across all data for locations.
• If you are using mobile data collection tools such as Kobo, the data will be organised and can be
exported into excel.
• If you are using DEEP, the data will be organised and can be extracted in various formats including
Excel.
• Databases should always include documentation (or metadata), at the very least, on:
• variable definitions (particularly where it is not evident), through a data dictionary
• modifications to the original database
• sources of data and information
• constraints in data use.
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Analysis in Humanitarian Settings

The analysis is a systematic and iterative sense-making process guided by the analytical framework
and analysis plan that is defined for a specific coordinated assessment.
The more detailed the analysis plan, the more automatic and straightforward the needs analysis will
be, with minimised bias.
The analysis is an ongoing activity throughout the coordinated assessment. It should start as soon as
data becomes available, rather than waiting until after it has all been collected. To be able to reproduce
analysis results and to transparently provide evidence of how the findings and conclusions were drawn,
the entire analysis process needs to be documented.
The needs analysis will often combine qualitative and quantitative approaches. The exact combination
will depend on the purpose of the exercise and the sampling method used, and the differences and
limitations of each must be understood when undertaking the needs analysis. Needs analysis aims to
accomplish the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Describe and understand the severity of conditions of various affected groups, including subgroups according to age, gender, diversity, or locations;
Explain cause-and-effect phenomena;
Identify gaps in response and constraints access and operational environment;
Identify and prioritise main needs and consequences, protection concerns, vulnerabilities, and risks;
and
Anticipate subsequent impacts of the crisis.

As a means to structure the different steps of the analysis process, the analysis spectrum was visualised by
ACAPS 2016, an adaption of literature from Pherson 2010.
The spectrum describes six stages of analysis that an analyst undertakes to turn data into information and
provide the best possible answers to a question.
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To simplify the analysis, it can focus on four areas:
•
•
•

Summarise and consolidate
relevant observations
Identify patterns and
trends
Compare temporal and
geographical data
spanning different social
groups, sex, age and
other diversity groups

•
•
•

Look for connections and
relationships between
observations
Determine why particular
conditions are observed
Understand underlying
processes and factors
creating protection
concerns, vulnerabilities
or risks

•
•

•

•

WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN?

WHY?

Evaluate the
evidence and draw
conclusions
Identify the severity
of existing or
potential concerns,
vulnerabilities, risks
Prioritise
geographical areas,
groups and
protection
concerns/ risks
based on an
assessment of
severity or scope
Identify the extent to
which findings can
apply to another
setting or population
group
SO WHAT?

•

•
•

Identify aggravated
and emerging risks,
projections and
forecast (where
applicable)
Anticipate likely
evolution over time
Develop most likely
scenarios

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

Let's look briefly into these areas of analysis:
Description
After summarisation, comparing data will allow for the identification of similarities and differences
between two or more measurements. Comparisons allow patterns, trends, anomalies, or outliers in the
data to emerge, providing the basis for findings and key messages.
•
•
•

Secondary and primary data are grouped and summarized based on the analysis plan and preidentified categories of analysis, e.g. urban vs rural, etc.
Comparisons of results based on relevant characteristics such as geographical areas, population
groups, or time highlight similarities and differences.
Key patterns, trends, anomalies, and outliers emerge from the comparisons and are described.

Examples:
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Explanation
Identifying relationships is an important part of the analysis process because it prepares for moving
from a simple description of the population conditions and settings to explanations of why and how
things happened as they did. This level of analysis implies carefully connecting the dots and assessing
whether two or more variables, conditions, or observations vary according to a pattern if there is a
strong or weak relationship linking them and if one is a cause of or contributor to another. The main
underlying processes that impact the well-being of the affected population should be carefully
identified and verified, as they will constitute the basis for further operational recommendations.

Focusing on Why, explanation of analysis discover and explain associations or cause-effect
relationships between different attributes, factors and events. Provide a deeper understanding of
inter-related factors, and causes of issues. At this stage kook for connections and relationships
between observations and measurement, identify main associations, correlation and underlying
mechanisms, processes, factors, and determine why particular conditions are observed, develop
plausible and rival explanations.
•
•
•
•
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Associations and correlations are detected and their strength described.
Contributing factors and underlying processes are described.
Factors likely contributing the most to observed outcomes are identified.
Explanations and/or alternative or rival hypotheses are developed.
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Example:

Interpretation
Interpretation is the process of attaching meaning to data. It aims to move beyond findings to instead
draw well-supported conclusions through careful argumentation, evaluation of the strength of
evidence, and attention to plausibility in context.
Interpretation demands objective and careful analytical judgement. Often the same data can be
interpreted in different ways by different analysts with differing levels of expertise, biases,
assumptions, and areas of focus. To overcome this issue, it is helpful to involve other partners and
stakeholders in the analysis process, including persons of concern (e.g. through a workshop with local
experts or affected populations, meeting with stakeholders, consultation with clusters or sector experts,
etc.).
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Not all humanitarian issues have the same importance. Some contribute more than others to the
deterioration of the physical, mental, or social well-being of an affected population, and thus these
need priority attention. Establishing the intensity or risk of harmful consequences if nothing is done to
address a particular issue, as well as how many people are currently facing those conditions, allows for
issues to be prioritised based on their actual or expected negative outcomes and their prevalence
among a given population. Beyond issues, priority should also be established for geographical areas or
population groups that are the most severely impacted.
•
•
•

•
•

The severity and humanitarian consequences identified across geographical areas, sectors,
and population groups.
The distinct assistance and protection needs of girls, boys, women, and men have been
identified, along with how discrimination might impact their access to services or assistance.
Strength of evidence has been reviewed to determine degree of confidence in and
trustworthiness of final results. Each piece of information is clearly sourced, and dis- tinctions
are made between facts and assumptions.
The extent to which the findings can apply to other settings, geographical areas, or
population groups has been assessed.
Key stakeholders, including the affected population, have been consulted to interpret the
findings and have agreed on conclusions and recommendations.

Anticipation
The next level of analysis is to anticipate future developments and envisage different possible
outcomes and evolutions for the current situation. The anticipatory analysis identifies the likelihood of
future events and trends in a specifically identified time frame (e.g. three to six months, one year),
based on current and historical data.

Involves comparing the pre-crisis situation to the present situation and trying to consider how the
situation will evolve based on different types and levels of response and other potential
developments, paving the way for projections and scenarios, focusing on What is next?
Identification and monitoring of indicators, establishing early warning of the direction in which
future is heading. Noticing change and producing projections.
•

•
•
•
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Factors, assumptions, and drivers that might change or exacerbate the crisis are highlighted,
such as lack of governance capacity, gender inequalities and social discrimination, or the
development of an ongoing crisis event such as drought or flooding.
Distinctions between current and potential future conditions are established.
Implications of potential developments on needs, risks, threats, vulnerabilities, and coping
mechanisms are identified and inform the planning of programmes and interventions.
Scenario triggers are clearly identified and monitored.
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Example:

Checklist for this step

Steps
5.1 Data processing and
summary outputs

Possible activities
I.
II.
III.

IV.

5.2 Basic data analysis
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I.
II.

Minimum outputs

Over and common challenges
(data entry, cleaning etc.)
Processing and structuring
data
Summarising data and
calculations (sectors, locations,
population groups, geography
and using the analytical
framework as a guide)
Severity estimation:
aggregating Cluster-Sector,
thematic etc. in the severity
estimation tool

 Analysis plan available and
being used.
 Database structure defined for
both secondary and primary
data.

Analysis by question type
Basic data analysis
(Quantitative and Qualitative,
Sector and inter-sector
perspective)

 According to the analysis plan,
analytical outputs are defined
and developed.
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Additional Reading and Guidance

•
•
•
•
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Needs Assessment and Analysis – Knowledge Management Platform (OCHA NARAS)
Acquiring and Analysing Data in Support of Evidence-based Decisions: A Guide for Humanitarian
Work - ICRC 2017
Multi-Sector Initial Rapid Assessment Guidance - Revision July 2015
UNHCR Needs Assessment Handbook 2017
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6. Joint Analysis

To ensure that all relevant stakeholders, including affected population (structured discussion), are
sufficiently involved in the analysis process, at the minimum an external validation of the analysis and
its findings is necessary before the results are more widely shared and disseminated.
While a broad-spectrum analysis team may work together to ensure expertise in technical subject
matter, a joint analysis process with a broader group – including representatives from the affected
population and, where possible and appropriate, relevant government stakeholders – ensures sufficient
buy-in by a broader stakeholder group and the consideration of local knowledge in the findings.
The joint analysis also reduces the risk of duplication and wasted resources. With these aims in mind, a
workshop or presentation could be arranged to:
•
•
•
•
•

Present the purpose of the exercise, the data collection method, the analysis method, and
limitations (e.g. only a few areas surveyed due to access constraints);
Present analytical outputs, preliminary findings, conclusions, and interpretations;
Validate these with participants, after exploring possible biases, distortions, gaps, and
alternatives;
Generate ownership of the results; and
Discuss and agree on key issues and priority needs.

A collective process of joint analysis can consolidate sector-level with inter-sectoral analysis. The
sector-level analysis involves consolidation, processing, and analysis of data collected for each sector.
On the other hand, inter-sectoral analysis facilitates discussion so that intra- and inter-sectoral findings
and knowledge can be shared and consolidated in a structured manner, cross-cutting issues can be
identified, and a common understanding of the situation can be built.
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Joint Inter-Sectoral Analysis

Assessments of the humanitarian situation and needs are typically organised around sectoral topics, such as
health, food security, shelter, education, protection etc. Even when these topics are combined in a single
multi-sectoral assessment exercise (‘joint’ assessment), questions are generally asked along sectors and
answers are analysed accordingly. People interviewed may provide information on their overall needs and
priorities, but these tend to be compiled according to each sector they relate to, rather than be considered
in their combination and interactions. Consequently, most assessment reports describe the situation, needs
and factors associated with these needs sector by sector, with no or limited insights on the relationships
between needs across sectors. The inter-sectoral analysis seeks to understand the extent to which the
various sectoral needs coexist within the same population groups and/or the same geographic areas. It also
enables to explain how the sectoral needs and associated factors relate between each other, thereby
aggravating (or compensating) the problem. The inter-sectoral analysis enables us to understand the
humanitarian situation and needs in a much more comprehensive manner.

This contrasts with sectoral analysis which can hide the critical fact that problems and needs almost never
exist in isolation: people face a variety of them simultaneously or one subsequent to the other: for example,
the lack of income preventing to send children to school and to consume an adequate diet. The outputs of
inter-sectoral analysis not only describe the combination of needs in the same location or for certain people,
but also the common factors that cause or are associated with the needs. This information, in turn, is
essential to inform decision-making on strategic priorities and responses. As much as possible, to achieve the
best results and synergies, responses should address the multiple needs that people face concomitantly and
seek to influence the factors that contribute to various needs at once. The inter-sectoral analysis also
informs on which needs should be addressed first, in as much as they provoke or aggravate other needs. For
example, treating acute malnutrition without solving first or simultaneously the water problem that
contributes to it, will not achieve the best or sustainable results. Very few agencies have the range of
technical expertise required in each sector to undertake an intersectoral analysis. Hence the importance to
conduct this analysis jointly, putting together the shared data and results from sectoral assessments or
results.
Inter-sectoral Outputs
The main output of a joint inter-sectoral analysis is a convincing narrative of people’s combination of needs1
and associated factors, disaggregated by geographical area and other relevant characteristics such as
displacement status, gender, livelihood occupation etc. Depending on the context and if situations and
needs are highly diverse, several narratives may be needed according to the type of population group (i.e.
IDPs versus the residents) and location (e.g. at the epicentre of a disaster versus more distant). The narrative
should explain people’s various survival and maintenance needs (current and forecasted) comprehensively
rather than as a simple succession of separate issues. The emphasis should also be on how they inter-relate:
for example, eating poorly and becoming malnourished are associated with lack of income, which is itself
linked to the inability to purchase sufficient food and to pay for health treatment; children are missing out
school because of security threats along the way to school; etc.
The narrative should highlight the main factors or causes of the lives and livelihood needs, from the most
direct or proximate ones (e.g. disease and lack of food are directly contributing to acute malnutrition), to the
more indirect/underlying and basic ones (e.g. the political stalemate fuels the conflict which is at the origin
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of people’s displacement and loss of livelihoods). Factors contributing to several problems at once should be
identified, as they will guide decisions on strategic planning and response.
The number of people in need within the population groups should be estimated as well as the severity of
their needs. An attempt should also be made to project how the needs and numbers are likely to evolve
during the forthcoming planning period. These various elements are all necessary to inform the subsequent
stage of inter-sectoral response analysis for planning. During the response analysis, the type of needs (across
and by sector), number of persons presenting them and severity are considered alongside operational
considerations.

Checklist for this step

Steps

Possible activities

6.1 Joint analysis intersectoral analysis

I.
II.

III.

Process and coordination of
joint analysis
Summarising and
interpretation of inter-sectoral
analysis (methods &
coordination)
Prioritising and informing
decisions

Minimum outputs
 Process of joint analysis agreedup by all stakeholders.
 Defined inter-sectoral analytical
outputs with agreement on
prioritisation.

Additional Reading and Guidance

•
•
•
•
•
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Annexe
Principles of Coordinated Assessments 19
The following principles can support the attainment of inter-agency agreement on a common approach.
These may also apply to individual assessments.
1. One of the key objectives of assessments is to identify immediate humanitarian priorities by analysing
affected communities’ needs and coping mechanisms and understanding the authorities’ capacities
(including their response capacities). Humanitarian organizations should focus on the gaps that exist
between these needs, capacities and gaps, as stated in the SPHERE Assessment Standard.
2. Whenever possible assessments are led by national governments, as they have a prime responsibility to
lead humanitarian efforts. Needs assessments should be designed to promote ownership, or at the least
engagement, by national and local authorities, including the national disaster management agency, line
ministries and other national capacities (e.g. NGOs).
3. Planning for coordinated assessments is an integral part of inter-agency emergency preparedness and
contingency planning. Coordinated assessments are best undertaken when preparedness measures have
been implemented in advance. Tools and frameworks developed when preparing for coordinated
assessments should be in line with those agreed at the global level and adapted to the local context − i.e.
taking into account instruments used by national authorities.
4. Each assessment builds on existing data. New assessment data expand the previous analysis and add value
to assessments and information systems in a “rolling assessment” process.
5. Links between assessment and monitoring are ensured. Needs assessments should be designed with the
situation and performance monitoring in mind. Initial data on needs can be used as baseline data for
comparison with data subsequently drawn from monitoring systems and help show whether interventions
have been successful in responding to identified needs.
6. Assessments collect exactly the data that are required for decision-making. This includes both quantitative
and qualitative data. The early identification of key humanitarian indicators can facilitate timely processing
and decision-making, prevent the collection of too much information and thus avoid a slowdown in the
assessment’s implementation, fatigue among assessed communities and delay in the data processing.
7. Assessments are designed/conducted using participatory approaches and communicated transparently.
Assessment results should accurately reflect the different views of affected populations. Special
arrangements should be made to ensure that information collected is sensitive to specific types of
vulnerabilities. Assessment team’s members should have local knowledge of the context, and the ability
to utilise the most appropriate participatory approaches.
8. Assessments adequately address priority cross-cutting issues such as gender, age, HIV/AIDS and the
environment. Priority vulnerable groups and target populations should be included in contingency
planning and initial assessments. This requires carrying out systematic dialogue with women, men, boys
and girls (including adolescent girls and boys) and all potentially vulnerable groups to ensure that their
needs are covered, collecting and storing data in a disaggregated form (by sex, age and diversity), and
forming gender-balanced assessment teams that can capture every group’s perspective and access all
vulnerable groups.
19

Operational Guidance for Coordinated Assessments in Humanitarian Crises, Provisional Version, IASC, March 2012.
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9. Information management considerations are integrated into the assessment process. Information
management specialists need to be consulted immediately in the planning of an assessment to ensure
that data collection methodologies are technically sound, that linkages are made between assessment and
performance monitoring, that the collation of data from multiple assessments is possible, and that
information systems are reliable, easily accessible and build on local data systems. Information managers
also help ensure that the Principles of Humanitarian Information Management and Exchange are followed.
For further details on information management considerations in assessment design. For further details
on roles and responsibilities, please see the IASC Operational Guidance on Information Management.
10. Contextual analysis is undertaken when interpreting assessment findings. Contextual considerations
allow for a clearer understanding of priority needs and better-targeted assistance. This is supported
through open-ended questions, which allow beneficiaries to identify their priority needs.
11. Early recovery begins during the emergency response and takes place in parallel with relief activities. It is
an effective and indispensable component of crisis response, as it can stabilize a situation, prevent further
deterioration of local and national capacities as well as shorten the need for humanitarian assistance. For
example, following the initial assessment, start-up requirements addressing time-critical needs and rapid
impact interventions within an integrated early recovery approach can be identified for inclusion in the
initial Flash Appeal. Core criteria for early recovery projects that appearing initial and revised flash appeals
are provided in approved IASC guidance notes.
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MIRA Summary
Purpose
When a sudden onset disaster strikes, a joint needs assessment process, the Multi-Sector Initial Rapid
Assessment (MIRA), is one of the first steps in the Humanitarian Country Team’s emergency response. The
MIRA is an inter-agency process enabling actors to reach, from the outset, a common understanding of the
situation and its likely evolution. Based on its findings, humanitarian actors can develop a joint plan, mobilise
resources and monitor the situation. The MIRA is underpinned by an analytical framework that guides the
systematic collection, organisation and analysis of secondary and primary data.
The MIRA informs and supports the design of subsequent needs assessments and analysis which are often
more detailed and operational in focus. The MIRA is an integral part of a larger frame of humanitarian
assessments outlined in the IASC Operational Guidance on Coordinated Assessments in Humanitarian Crises
which explains how to optimise the performance of existing assessment coordination structures and
appropriate methodologies for the different stages of a crisis.
What the MIRA can deliver
 An initial common understanding of the
most pressing needs affected areas, and
groups
 A voice for the affected population
 Information to help guide the planning of
subsequent assessments which are more
detailed and operationally specific
 An evidence base for response planning
 A light, fast inter-agency process based
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What the MIRA does not provide
× Information to directly inform the design of
specific and localized humanitarian
interventions
× Statistically representative primary data for
quantitative analysis on humanitarian
needs
× A substitute for detailed or in-depth
sectoral assessments
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Emergency situations requiring MIRA
The MIRA can be modified for use in a
variety of contexts. However, like any tool,
it is best applied in certain situations. A
MIRA is most appropriate in a natural
disaster setting, where a specific event
triggers an emergency that is new or
sudden in nature and generates a
confirmed or potential humanitarian
impact that is followed by a period of
relative stability, allowing humanitarian
actors to carry out response activities and
more detailed assessments. The MIRA is
also best applied to inform strategic-level
decisions under tight deadlines.
Figure 1 illustrates the criteria a HCT and/or other
relevant stakeholders should consider in determining
whether a MIRA is the appropriate tool for a
particular context. For protracted crises, a joint needs
assessment can also be employed if deemed useful
by the Humanitarian Coordinator (HC) and the
Humanitarian Country Team (HCT).

Process
The MIRA is implemented through a
phased process of secondary and primary
data collection, joint analysis and
reporting. It takes place in the first two
weeks following a disaster. Having a
contextualized and adapted MIRA
preparedness package in place before a
crisis strikes will help ensure a successful MIRA exercise. The timeframe associated with the MIRA is
conceptual in nature, as few crises proceed in a purely linear fashion (see Figure 2).

Phase 1 (0-3 days): Initial assessment
The MIRA is ideally initiated by the government authority responsible for coordinating emergency
assessment in the country, but can also be independently initiated by the HC and HCT. The HC and HCT, in
consultation with Government authorities and in close coordination with the clusters, jointly determine the
scope, establish a timeline
and a coordination structure and identify resources for implementation.
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The next step is a systematic inter-sector review of available pre-crisis and post-crisis secondary data by an
assessment team. The resulting situation analysis is focused on the humanitarian dimensions of the crisis
(i.e. humanitarian profile, the estimated number of people in need, humanitarian access) and is the key
document for informing initial strategic response planning and appeals, in particular, the Flash Appeal.

Phase 2 (2 weeks): Joint data collection and analysis
On the basis of humanitarian needs identified during the review of secondary data, a field assessment is
carried out to collect primary data through visits to affected areas and interviews with the affected
communities.6 Secondary and primary data are analysed in a joint process to generate a MIRA report that
will inform the next cycle of response analysis and strategic planning.

MIRA Analytical Framework
The MIRA analytical framework underpins and guides the collection, collation and analysis of secondary and
primary data. Its purpose is to ensure that assessment planning and execution are conducted
comprehensively and that key concerns are not overlooked.
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Multi-Cluster/Sector Initial Rapid Assessment (MIRA) 20 - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s)
What is MIRA?
The MIRA is a joint multi-cluster/sector initial rapid assessment approach to be used in the first weeks of an
emergency to estimate the scale and severity of an emergency and to identify priority needs to inform
strategic level decisions. The MIRA comprises secondary and primary data collection and inter-sectoral
analysis leading to two key products: A Situation Analysis within 72 hours and a MIRA Report within two
weeks. It reflects a more systematic approach to assessing needs based on best practices and lessons learnt
from the work of UN agencies, NGOs, and academic institutions.

Why carry out a joint assessment?
The MIRA is designed to be conducted jointly between different agencies and clusters in order to avoid a
multitude of agency/sectoral assessments being carried out simultaneously and in an uncoordinated manner
during the first two weeks of an emergency. This approach is consistent with the IASC Operational Guidance
on Coordinated Assessments in Emergencies which calls for a joint assessment (the MIRA) to be conducted
in the first two phases of an emergency (72 hours and 2 weeks) followed by in-depth agency and cluster
assessments thereafter. The benefit of a joint assessment approach is that the MIRA outputs seek to reflect
an agreed common operational picture based on the best available information from primary and secondary
sources at the earliest phases of the emergency.

Who carries out the MIRA?
It is carried out by a team comprised of emergency specialists from different clusters/sectors that are drawn
from those in the country, as appropriate. Additional headquarters and regional support is available as
needed. It is coordinated and facilitated by OCHA on behalf of the Resident/Humanitarian Coordinator. The
Resident Coordinator may appoint a different agency to coordinate in OCHA’s absence or inability to serve
this function. Identification of roles and responsibilities for a MIRA should, ideally, be agreed in advance as
part of preparedness.

What is the role of UNDAC?
In situations where UNDAC is deployed and there is no OCHA presence, the UNDAC team may initiate or
carry out the MIRA in conjunction with other field actors. When OCHA is present and coordinating the
response, UNDAC team members can support the MIRA assessment. In both cases, the MIRA is conducted
on behalf of the Humanitarian Country Team, under the leadership of the RC/HC.
What is UNDAC Assessment & Analysis Cell (A+A Cell)?
A+A Cell manages the internal consolidation of information and joint analysis with other On-Site Operations
Coordination Centre (OSOCC) functions, its cells and the RC/HC’s Office. Leads the coordination of
assessments and collaborative analysis with clusters, agencies and the government through established
coordination mechanisms including the facilitation of a dedicated working group (link TORs AWG) as
required. The cell leads secondary data analysis and produces regular situation analysis reports, thematic
reports, updates and briefings. It also leads planning and execution of rapid multi-sectoral assessments
(MIRA) and manages external communication on analysis and assessments.

20

Developed by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) Needs Assessment Task Force (NATF).
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Activation of Virtual Assessment & Analysis Cell to immediately initiate secondary data analysis while
UNDAC team is deploying. The A+A cell partner organisation best placed to immediately start the remote
analysis work should initiate and lead the drafting until otherwise decided by collaborating partners.

Is specialist assessment expertise required to support the MIRA?
Where possible, specialist assessment expertise should be attached to the MIRA steering committee to
support its implementation. This expertise should be sought first at the country level, i.e., through OCHA,
UN agencies or other specialised NGOs. Sectoral specialists should comprise the MIRA team, in particular to
support joint analysis.

Which agency provides information management support?
In usual practice, OCHA will provide information management support, however, this should also be
provided through other field agencies and clusters. The MIRA is an inter-agency exercise; this assumes other
agencies will dedicate staff resources to the effort.

How is information gathered for the MIRA products?
Secondary data is from sources in country and compiled by the MIRA team. Primary data is gathered
through a community level assessment using a minimum of direct observation, key informant interviews and
purposive sampling.

What is the MIRA Analytical framework?
The MIRA Analytical Framework is the architecture through which to process and filter information to
facilitate analysis. It is comprised of a set of key questions which represents the “picture of the situation and
response” which are aligned with the MIRA output templates (i.e. Situation Analysis and MIRA Report) as
well as other inter-agency/sectoral products (i.e. Sit Rep, Flash Appeal, Response Plan, Humanitarian
Dashboard).
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Standard Operating Procedures – MIRA in Level 3 Emergencies
Background
What is a Level 3 Emergency?
In the past, organizations maintained different definitions to trigger their responses to major crises. As part
of the Transformative Agenda, the IASC arrived at a mutually-agreed process to define a humanitarian systemwide emergency (‘Level 3’) activation, which is determined based on five criteria of scale, complexity, urgency,
capacity, and reputational risk. If the Principals declare an ‘L3’ crisis, a system-wide response will
automatically be activated for an initial duration of up to 3 months, and a series of mechanisms and tools will
be triggered, both across the system and within individual IASC organizations. The ‘L3’ activation commits
IASC organizations to ensure that they put in place the necessary systems and mobilize adequate resources to
contribute to the response with regard to inter-agency coordination mechanisms as a complement to agencyspecific operational and response capacity. To do this in a timely manner, organizations will establish adequate
readiness measures before a crisis occur, identifying the necessary resources and capacities in advance. The
L3 designation accompanies an emergency that overwhelms in-country capacity to respond and necessitates
the deployment of additional support from headquarters.
1.2

What is the Multi-Cluster Initial Rapid Assessment (MIRA)

The IASC has also agreed upon the MIRA as the approach to undertaking a joint assessment and analysis of
needs to inform the development of the initial HCT Strategic Priorities and appeals. The MIRA is comprised of
three fundamental components: collection and analysis of pre- and post-crisis secondary data, systematic
collection of primary data using and agreed upon data collection template (Community Level Assessment),
and joint analysis using the MIRA Analytical Framework to arrive at a collective vision of the humanitarian
situation and strategic priorities. The approach recognizes the operational constraints that characterize
humanitarian crises in the early days, thus is “light” and recommends purposive sampling and key informants,
in an effort to ensure timeliness, quality results, and beneficiary engagement. There are two main outputs
from the MIRA process: a Preliminary Scenario Definition, issued 72 hours after the disaster’s onset; and a
MIRA Report, released after 2 weeks.
1.3

Who does the MIRA?

The MIRA should be carried out by a team of emergency specialists, including assessment and information
management specialists from the clusters and OCHA. UNDAC, when present, will provide support. Where
appropriate, the MIRA will be led by the host Government. When this is not possible, it will be led by the HCT,
on whose behalf OCHA will provide a MIRA Coordinator.
To this end, OCHA coordinates the assessment, supports the compilation of secondary data from various
clusters/sectors and provides information management on behalf of the RC/HC; clusters provide assessment
and information management expertise.
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1.
2.
Standard Operating Procedures: MIRA in L3 Emergencies
3.
These SOPs are specific to the activation and initiation of a MIRA in L3 emergencies only. They do not detail
the full MIRA process, as this is covered in the Multi-Cluster/Sector Initial Rapid Assessment (MIRA) Manual:
Provisional Version, March 2012.
MIRA Trigger and Activation in L3 Emergencies
Day/Time

Action

Responsible Party

Day 1:
18 hours

Initial assessment of the situation prepared and
presented to the IASC Principals.

OCHA

OCHA HQ Focal Point takes initiative to review sudden
onset disaster information against established L3
criteria and initiates development of a Situation Analysis
(MIRA Output 1).

OCHAHQ Focal Point

OCHA Focal Point initiates contact with global cluster
lead representatives to collect, synthesize and analyse
available pre- and post-crisis information.

OCHA and Global Cluster
Lead Liaison

ERC convenes IASC Principals and decision made
whether to declare “L3 System-Wide Emergency”.

ERC and IASC Principals

Inter-Agency Rapid Response Mechanism (IARRM)
activated.

IA RRM

MIRA Activated and Global Cluster Lead/Liaison
identifies trained Assessment Expert and Information
Management specialists for deployment to participate
in MIRA. OCHA identifies appropriate Assessment
Coordinator and Information Management support for
deployment.

Global Clusters
OCHA

Day 1 – 2:
24 - 48 hours

Day 3:
72 hours
Day 3- 4:
72 – 96 hours

Technical Lead identified and deployed (via OCHA or
other).
Initial primary data being collected and provided to
OCHA. Initial engagement with Government and
establishment of assessment coordination structures, as
appropriate.
Situation Analysis produced and sent to RC/HC (via
OCHA) for discussion, validation and use to inform the
initial Flash Appeal or Response Plan.
MIRA Cluster Assessment Experts and Information
Managers and OCHA Assessment Coordinator and
Information Manager arrive and comprise “MIRA
Team”.

OCHA or other
UNDAC

OCHA HQ Focal Point

MIRA Team reviews Situation Analysis, identifies
information gaps, priority areas (geographic, sectoral)
for primary data collection and further secondary data
collection.

The MIRA will proceed further in accordance with the processes, timeline and roles and responsibilities
outlined in the Multi-Cluster/Sector Initial Rapid Assessment (MIRA) Manual: 2015.
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Summary of Roles and Responsibilities
The MIRA is a joint exercise requiring the engagement and participation of OCHA (inclusive of UNDAC),
cluster lead agencies and cluster members (including NGOs), and local partners. 21
MIRA L3: Summary Roles and Responsibilities
ERC/IASC Principals
HCT

OCHA

Activate MIRA upon designation of L3 emergency.
Embrace and take ownership of MIRA process, ensuring appropriate support
provided by all relevant actors.
Use Preliminary Scenario Definition and MIRA Report to inform strategic decision
making, planning, appeals and development of plan for follow up assessments to
reflect the anticipated evaluation of information needs for planning and
monitoring.
Liaise with global cluster lead/liaison to collect, synthesize and analyze secondary
data to produce Situation Analysis.
Ensure the roster of appropriately skilled and trained Assessment Coordinators
and Information Managers available for rapid deployment.
Deploy Assessment Coordinator and Information Manager to support MIRA
within 72 hours of an emergency.
Support overall MIRA implementations as outlined in MIRA Manual.

UNDAC

Collect initial primary data and provide to OCHA to include in Preliminary Scenario
Definition.
Liaise with government and establish relevant assessment coordination
mechanisms.

Cluster Lead Agencies

Support overall MIRA implementation as outlined in MIRA Manual.
Ensure available liaison to support collection and analysis of secondary data to
produce Preliminary Scenario Definition.
Ensure roster of appropriately skilled and trained Assessment Experts and
Information Managers available for rapid deployment.
Deploy Assessment Expert and Information Manager to support MIRA within 72
hours of emergency.

Cluster Members
OCHA or other

21

Support overall MIRA implementation as outlined in MIRA Manual.
Participate in MIRA to information sharing and/or dedication of trained
assessment experts and/or information managers to MIRA Team.
OCHA or other organization will provide a MIRA Technical Lead. The technical lead
will be a senior assessment expert who embodies both extensive experience with
leading and undertaking assessments (including investigation form design,
sampling, etc.) and familiarity with the MIRA approach.

Where possible, the Government may lead and/or participate in the MIRA, with the humanitarian community providing the necessary support.
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Common Operational Dataset (CODs)
The primary role of the State affected by disasters to organise, coordinate and implement humanitarian
assistance within its territory and to be the primary source of operational data to support coordinated
preparedness and response activities. To this effect, this guidance aims to ensure that Common Operational
Datasets (COD’s) are developed, maintained and shared in collaboration with the mandated national agencies
as a way to support national information systems and standards, build local capacities and maintain
appropriate links with relevant Government, State and local authorities.
Common Operational Datasets (CODs) are authoritative reference datasets needed to support operations
and decision-making for all actors in a humanitarian response. CODs are 'best available' datasets that ensure
consistency and simplify the management of key data.

Core Common Operational Dataset
Core CODs are required in all disaster-prone countries as a preparedness measure, including administrative
boundaries and sex and age, disaggregated population data (SADD), and in all countries with ongoing
humanitarian operations, such as data on humanitarian population figures. Core CODs are critical for
information and data products and to underpin effective coordination. They are essential for effective risk
analysis, needs assessment, decision-making, and reporting by OCHA and partners on all aspects of the
response. Of these, the most critical datasets to support response are the basic administrative boundaries and
population data. This data is typically provided by the government or national authority.

Other Common Operational Dataset
Other Common Operational Datasets (CODs) are defined at a country-level based on local hazards and
operational requirements. Examples include key infrastructures that could be impacted or used during relief
operations such as schools, health facilities and refugee camps; or topographical data such as rivers, land cover
and elevation. The technical support package that accompanies this guidance provides recommended CODs
for each disaster type as well as detailed technical information on each dataset to help ensure they meet
minimum standards for quality and accuracy.
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Common Operational Dataset (COD)
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Humanitarian Population figures
Why establish humanitarian population figures?
Detailed analysis and breakdown of humanitarian population figures is the most commonly requested
information in humanitarian crises and provides the backbone to any humanitarian operation. Humanitarian
population figures are not only necessary for planning and supporting appeal documents as part of the
emergency response but are also essential for monitoring, evaluation and contingency. Humanitarian
population figures form the basis and reference point of any relief operation aiming to deliver aid according
to the population’s needs.
Inconsistent terminology, unclear methodologies and a lack of transparent, coordinated and standardized
data gathering frequently result in humanitarian actors operating with different information. Failure to
establish and regularly update well-defined population figures not only demonstrates a weak evidence-base
but may have a negative impact on resource allocation. When figures are not comparable, understanding the
evolution of needs and the response becomes unreliable and may be called into question, ultimately
hampering accountability to both the affected population as well as donors.
As stated in the ALNAP State of the Humanitarian System 2015: “The lack of solid data on people in need
remains a major obstacle to understanding the success or failure of a humanitarian response. Without being
able to measure the proportion of people who needed aid who actually received it, coverage rates cannot be
estimated. Errors or confusion in this regard can harm the credibility of appeals.”5 This has implications for
the attention a humanitarian crisis receives with regards to both advocacy and financing.
Bringing stakeholders together to agree on and establish a common awareness of the situation will help
prioritize geographic areas and population groups, strengthen cross-sector linkages and ultimately improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the humanitarian response.
Population figures are developed as part of a MIRA or Humanitarian Needs Overview (HNO) process and
feature in Flash Appeals, Humanitarian Response Plans (HRP), Regional Response Plans (RRPs for refugees)
monitoring reports and humanitarian dashboards. When preparing a joint response plan, humanitarian
country teams are required to go through a step-by-step process and identify planning assumptions that are
based on the number of people in need, on the projected number of people in need, the people targeted with
assistance and the people reached.

Humanitarian Profile
The humanitarian profile is fundamentally an attempt to account for, on an ongoing basis, the number of
people having humanitarian needs arising from a given emergency. It can be thought of as humanitarian
caseload. It is essentially a count of the number of “affected” people in the emergency. Because people may
be affected in many different ways by an emergency, different groups are identified within the humanitarian
profile, such as displaced, non-displaced, injured, missing, and dead.
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Figure 2 shows the relationship between sets of the total population of a given territory in emergency response: Total,
Affected, and In Need, Targeted, Reached and Covered. Each of these sub-sets can be further broken down as required.
The terminology is defined as follows:

Humanitarian Population Figures - definitions

Figure 2: Visual representation of overall humanitarian population figures categories
Total Population includes all people living within the administrative boundaries of a nation state. Note there
can be a crisis-specific strategic decision to calculate the total population looking only at a sub-national level,
i.e. total population living in Nigeria's northern states affected by conflict.
Example: 8 million people live in country Alpha hit by a crisis. This includes 500,000 refugees who came to the
country one year ago.
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People Affected includes all those whose lives have been impacted as a direct result of the crisis. This figure
is often the first available after a sudden onset emergency and often defines the scope or boundary of a needs
assessment. It does not, however, necessarily equate to the number of people in need of humanitarian aid; it
should not be confused or used interchangeably with the category People in Need. Characteristics of the
category People Affected must include:
•
•
•
•

being in close geographical proximity to a crisis;
physically or emotionally impacted, including exposure to a human rights violation/protection incident;
experiencing personal loss or loss of capital and assets as a direct result of the crisis (family member,
house/roof, livestock or any other asset);
being faced with an immediate threat from a crisis.11

When a crisis becomes protracted and its effects deepen and spread, the definition of Population Affected
may need modification, to include population geographically distant from the centre of the initial shock and
not having been physically/emotionally impacted but experiencing secondary effects of a disaster/crisis. These
could manifest as economic implications, such as price increases and commodity shortages, or the
consequences of damaged infrastructure, such as water supply or electricity.
Estimates of the Population Affected are among the very first information requirements at the onset of a crisis.
Numbers of population affected are derived from the total population of the affected area, as they are a subset of that category. Identifying affected populations is always linked to identifying affected geographical areas,
whether an area population has been displaced from or to, or an area that has been specifically hit by a flood,
or cut off from all access to food.
People in Need are a sub-set of the Population Affected and are defined as those members:
• whose physical security, basic rights, dignity, living conditions or livelihoods are threatened or have
been disrupted, AND
• whose current level of access to basic services, goods and social protection is inadequate to reestablish normal living conditions with their accustomed means promptly without additional
assistance.
This category is further broken down into sub-categories or by sector/cluster to provide additional detail
about the intensity, severity or type of need (e.g., need of urgent life-saving assistance, food insecure
population, people in need of shelter).

The definition of People in Need will need to be monitored and adjusted over time. At the onset or
continuation of a shock, needs are more likely to be centred on sustaining lives; the more protracted the
crisis, the more needs will be centered on re-establishing and sustaining normal living and livelihood
conditions.
People Targeted is a sub-set of People in Need and represents the number of people humanitarian actors
aim or plan to assist. This projected number is typically smaller than the number of People in Need, given:
(a) it is rare that international humanitarian actors can meet all needs; (b) needs are also being addressed by
actors not participating in the joint plan, including national Governments; and (c) people in need are not
always accessible. The number of people targeted is usually defined once there is some idea of available
resources and access constraints.
People Reached include those who have received some form of assistance. Without any additional
information, this figure says little about how long and how well this assistance covers the needs of the
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affected population. Very often the term “people reached with assistance” is used interchangeably with
“people’s needs covered by assistance”. A more meaningful picture is provided through the estimate of
people covered as it clarifies the type and duration of assistance received. (e.g., 1,000 people received
enough water to cover their needs of 15 litres per person, per day for the months of January, February and
March. This will vary as per the agreed in-country target).
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The Data Entry and Exploratory Platform (DEEP)

Project in a nutshell
Over the past ten years, the humanitarian community has made significant progress in approaching needs
assessment and analysis. Under the Grand Bargain on Needs Assessments Workstream, a wide range of
partners have come together, and Despite initiatives that demonstrate progress towards improving joint
needs assessment and analysis practices, effective operationalisation of such practices and initiatives in
support of strategic decision-making remain limited.
The Data Entry and Exploration Platform (DEEP) was specifically developed to apply for recent
methodological and technical advances and strengthen collective sense-making and analysis.
Use
DEEP provides a collaborative environment that allows users to create data analysis ‘projects’ based on a
specific geographical scope and standard or customised analytical framework. Within these projects, users
follow a rigorous methodology to compile and organise data sources, tag and structure the information
according to the analytical framework3 and organise this information according to areas, population groups
of interest, thematic dimensions, sectors, severity etc. Different tools and visualisation features provide
opportunities for the exploration of data and sense-making of large amounts of information into structured
analytical conclusions.
While DEEP’s primary functionality is to support secondary data analysis, it also provides a collaborative
environment, rigorous analysis methodology, and the possibility for multiple stakeholders to share data, and
to produce situation awareness in a systematic and transparent manner, in direct line with OCHA’s own
goals. Information relevant to situational analysis is currently scattered across more than 300 platforms and
websites. DEEP ensures that all crisis information, both quantitative and qualitative, is available in one place,
at the lowest possible level for timely/real-time analysis, and that information gaps are identified and guide
further data collection efforts.

For more information:
https://www.thedeep.io/ -Use Humanitarian ID to log in – Free of cost
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Mobile Data Collection: Kobo Toolbox
The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and the International Rescue
Committee (IRC) have teamed up with Harvard Humanitarian Initiative to work on a new generation of
humanitarian data collection tools. The new KoBo Toolbox, developed by the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative
and available for free to all humanitarian partners, makes designing forms, collecting and analysing
information significantly easier, faster, and more reliable - especially in challenging humanitarian disaster
settings.
The tool includes a Form builder for easy and user-friendly creation of forms, without any need for technical
expertise. Collection of the data can be done either through an app or a web browser interface – both
functional in offline and online mode, thus enabling data collection in remote field settings, with automatic
uploads once the device is online again.
Data collection in humanitarian disaster settings often follows standard procedures for quickly establishing
the most urgent needs of the affected population, such as Multi-Cluster/Sector Initial Rapid Assessments
(MIRA) and other instruments. While the path to collecting reliable information in disasters is well understood
(see for example the work of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee, or the great materials on
HumanitarianResponse.info), speed is still undercut in many situations by the fact that data is collected on
paper or a mix of different collection instruments. KoBo addresses this problem by establishing a shared
standard tool (which also accepts the use of paper surveys where security dictates it) that will allow faster and
more efficient coordinated assessments.
For more information: http://www.kobotoolbox.org/
Application website :
http://www.humanitarianresponse.info/applications/kobotoolbox
https://kobo.humanitarianresponse.info/
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Severity of needs in the humanitarian context
According to one of several ACAPS technical papers on the topic -“Severity and priority - Their measurement
in rapid needs assessments”, severity expresses the degree of unmet needs. It is thus related to shortages and
deficits, as opposed to fulfilment and wellbeing. Severity in different domains can be expressed in very
different measures, such as the price of bread for food, and the number of hospitals no longer operational for
health care. However, if distinct needs are to be compared regarding their severity, a common grammar or
procedure for elaborating such comparisons is needed. For example, shortages in different domains could be
evaluated for their likely impact on mortality. Humanitarian assessments trying to establish the severity of
needs across sectors are majorly concerned with designing and validating such procedures.
At the field level, deriving severity of needs as a qualitative measure based on predefined scales is gaining
momentum in primary data collection (see the Ukraine example below). Furthermore, the development of
tools and methodologies to consolidate sectoral information to produce inter-sectoral severity is also widely
pursued via composite indices or ‘needs comparison tools’. With all these innovative developments by country
teams in last few years, OCHA is keen to start a process of consultation at the Global level with key
stakeholders, with an aim to mainstream this discussion, reach a common understanding and develop
standardised approaches to estimate severity of needs 22.

22

..while acknowledging that some clusters / organizations have well – developed and implemented severity scales, the intent here is to explore
means of comparison across sectors in a joint approach.
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Some common use cases of the severity of needs estimations
There may be other use cases of severity estimation/comparison, but presented here are three cases most
commonly seen:
Using “Severity of needs” as an inter-Sectoral tool
Information and inter-sectoral analysis is the foundation on which decision-making for a coordinated and
effective response is based. In this regard bringing Inter-Sectoral needs information together for joint analysis
is key to formulating response strategies. To understand the benefits, it is important to mention Afghanistan
and Syria, where severity of needs is embedded in inter-cluster discussions for decision making, prioritisation
and strategic level targeting of affected population groups and areas.
According to the Whole of Syria
Lessons Learned discussion on
severity estimation 23 on 1 March 2016,
“Severity scales enabled sectors to
measure the impact of the
humanitarian crisis, which consists of
measuring the intensity (degree of
harm) and size (number and
proportion of people affected) of the
population affected”. One of the key
recommendations was “It is essential
in the future, as a Whole of Syria
approach is implemented, that the
same severity scale tool is used to
measure impact of the crisis across
and between all humanitarian actors
Map 1: Syria severity of needs in 2016 HNO
in a joint, coordinated approach to
ensure data comparability, and
indicators within the sector severity scale should be aligned with the HRP 2016 and be measured.”
In Afghanistan, Overall Needs and Vulnerability index (ONVI) 24is being used since 2012 and methodology is
constantly reviewed and adopted to local context. The tool is updated periodically throughout the year and
provides basis of inter-sectoral analysis and decision making.

Use of severity of needs in primary data collection

23

As part of Needs Identification Framework, Whole of Syria adopted the use of severity of needs as one of the component to harmonize and
standardize analysis across the hubs.
24
The overall need and vulnerability index (ONVI) is a simple multi-criteria analysis that combines a standardized set of related indicators to create
an overall index of severity.
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In
many
ways,
needs
assessments 25 in Syria over the
4 years have served as a breeding
ground for new ideas. One of the
concepts which originated from
needs assessments conducted
from Turkey into Syria was using
severity scales in primary data
collection. In these assessments
from elaborate Severity Scales to
simple Severity, Scales were
which
encouraged
field
researchers to be more precise
rigorous when attributing a
severity score. These scores were
reviewed in light of other
secondary data available by
sectors for verification. Similar
approaches were used in
Ukraine, Burundi, Tajikistan and
needs
assessments
that
Map 2: Humanitarian Situation Monitoring 2014-2015 using severity of needs
followed.

last

used,
and
then

Fiji

Comparing the severity of needs using composite measures
One of the most pervasive challenges for effective inter-sector coordination remains the consolidation of
various humanitarian data sets of varying, quantity, quality, themes and formats, collected using different
methodologies. While this scenario will remain predominant in the next few years, increased efforts into
harmonization of needs assessments and joint analysis require tools and approaches to structuring the intersectoral analysis of needs.
Since 2013, the Need Comparison Tool (NCT) 26 has been piloted in various countries with some
standardization to learn from different country experiments. In 2016, 19 countries 27 used the NCT as the
backbone to consolidate needs data into composite indices. The tool went through a series of transformation
and changes after each experience and over the years have to a certain degree matured enough to showcase
at the global level for consultation and standardisation.
Outside countries producing HNO, Severity Scales very similar to the Needs Comparison tool were used in
natural disaster contexts in Nepal and The Philippines.

25
26
27

Syria needs assessments: J-RANS, J-RANS II, SINA and MSNA
Need Comparison tool guidance and technical note

Countries using NCT: Gambia, Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Libya, Chad, Cameroon, CAR, South Sudan, DRC, Zimbabwe, Djibouti, Yemen,
Somalia, Burundi, Iraq, Syria, Ukraine
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Map 3: Use of Needs Comparison Tool in 2015-2016
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Primary Data Collection - summary

Key Informant Interviews
A key informant interview (KII) occurs when an individual with prior knowledge of the affected community is
questioned to gather information on the consequences and effects of the disaster and on community needs.
KIIs provide the field team with the impressions given by a community spokesperson on its behalf. This
information creates a shared impression of the community’s perspective as to the impact of the crisis and
ensuing humanitarian concerns.
Who is a Key Informant (KI)? The crucial characteristics of a KI are that they are well versed about their
communities, its inhabitants, the site visited, and/or the disaster, because of professional background,
leadership role, or personal experience. Usually, a KI is a local civil, government or religious leader. KIs should
be interviewed to:
Obtain general information about the population (i.e. from an IDP camp manager, local authorities, mayor) or
technical information from people representing specific professions, (i.e. health workers or school teachers).
Gain in-depth knowledge about a specific topic or sector (e.g. interviewing a water committee representative
or the leader of a women’s cooperative).
Delve into sensitive and protection issues that may not be appropriate for group discussion (i.e. local NGO or
community based organization leader).
Undertaking KIIs can be challenging and requires skilled and trained enumerators. An initial group of KIs may
be highly diverse in perspective and competency. Their personal knowledge of the disaster situation may vary
greatly along with expectations or bias towards what humanitarian agencies might do for their community.
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KIs may know surprisingly little or may contradict each other. They may further retract initial descriptions of
the impact of the disaster when a more powerful individual interrupts the discussion and offers a different
assessment.

Direct Observation
Direct observation (DO) provides a snapshot picture of an affected location and adds context and meaning to
data collected through interviews. Use of DO provides a ‘feel’ for the situation using sounds, smells, and visual
impressions. DO can be used to collect different types of information in a disaster situation rapidly. DO does
not require costly resources, or detailed training, making it a quick data collection process that is easy to
implement. Two types of direct observation are possible:
During the structured observation, the observer looks for a specific behaviour, object or event. To guide
structured observation, a checklist is usually developed to function both as a reminder and a recording tool.
During the unstructured observation, the observer looks at how things are done and what issues exist (or do
not exist). To guide unstructured observation, a short set of open-ended questions can be developed that will
be answered based on observations.
Assessment teams should use DO for “on the spot” triangulation of the responses, discussion, and
explanations given by affected persons and KIs. However, because DO as a data collection technique provides
only a snapshot of the situation, it has limited power in a rapidly changing situation or where there is
substantial population movement, and it provides limited information about capacities and priorities of the
people. While specific training is not a prerequisite for useful DO, some preparation is necessary to ensure
that observers are aware that their perceptions and expectations are subjective and impact upon how they
report and interpret their observations.

Community Group Discussions
A CGD brings together a group of individuals with some common interest or characteristics to gain information
about a specific or focused issue. CGDs are used to elicit opinions, attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions from a
group to gain insight about the impact of a disaster and ensuing humanitarian priorities.







In a rapid needs assessment, CGDs:
Identify most salient needs and concerns.
Seek input from a variety of stakeholders about the needs, and capacities, of affected populations.
Provide an understanding of how the disaster is impacting a community.
Contribute to the development of a strategic plan to identify the strengths and needs of affected
populations and gaps in knowledge.

Unlike the one-way flow of information in an interview, CGDs generate data through group discussion.
Listening as people share and compare their different points of view provide a wealth of knowledge, not just
about what they think, but why they think the way they do.
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Humanitarian Programme Cycle (HPC)
What is the Humanitarian Programme Cycle (HPC)?
The IASC Transformative Agenda calls for a more evidence-based, strategic and prioritised humanitarian
response. It proposes a needs-based strategic planning approach and stronger coordination around the
humanitarian programme cycle (HPC).
The HPC is a coordinated series of actions undertaken to help prepare for, manage and deliver humanitarian
response. It consists of five elements coordinated in a seamless manner, with one step logically building on
the previous and leading to the next.
What are the HPC elements?
• Needs assessment and analysis
Coordinated assessments are carried out in partnership with all humanitarian actors in order to assess the
humanitarian situation and to identify the needs of the affected population. Local and national authorities,
civil society and affected communities are encouraged to participate in this process, the output of which is a
Humanitarian Needs Overview (HNO) in a protracted emergency. In a sudden onset emergency, the Multicluster Initial Rapid Assessments (MIRA) comprises the joint assessment.
• Humanitarian response planning
Humanitarian Response Plans (HRP’s) are required for any humanitarian crisis that needs the support of
more than one agency. They are prepared by humanitarian country teams (HCTs) based on a humanitarian
needs overview.
• Resource mobilisation
Resource mobilization under the HPC is about fundraising for the humanitarian system for actions included
in preliminary or strategic response plans.
• Implementation and monitoring
Response monitoring is a continuous process that tracks the humanitarian assistance delivered to affected
populations compared to targets set out in the SRP.
• Operational review and evaluation
Operational Peer Review (OPR) is an internal, inter-agency management tool which identifies areas for
immediate corrective action early in a response. It is designed to be a light, brief process.
What are the aims and objectives of the HPC?
This approach, agreed by IASC Principals as part of the Transformative Agenda, is based on innovations that
have become good practice in the field and aims to achieve the following results:
•
•
•
•

Stronger emphasis on the needs of affected people;
Improved targeting of the most vulnerable;
Increased funding for humanitarian priorities;
Greater accountability of humanitarian actors and donors for collective results.

Successful implementation of the humanitarian programme cycle is dependent on effective emergency
preparedness, effective coordination with national/local authorities and humanitarian actors, and
information management.
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The humanitarian community and donors have acknowledged progress in improving the quality and
credibility of Humanitarian Needs Overviews (HNOs) and Humanitarian Response Plans (HRPs). At the same
time, there was recognition that some elements warranted further attention. Throughout 2018, UN Agencies
and NGOs came together to diagnose existing and emerging challenges, and associated solutions, to
strengthen HPC-related processes and products.
The result of this work is a set of revised HPC 2020 enhanced approach with templates and associated Stepby-Step guide. These serve to update existing guidance, integrating developments achieved over recent
years on needs assessment and response planning, as well as commitments made at the World
Humanitarian Summit and Grand Bargain. The Step-by-Step guide also provides important information on
sequencing to ensure appropriate linkages between HNOs, HRPs and ongoing monitoring of the situation,
needs and results.
What is new for the 2020 HPC Cycle
•

Strengthened focus on the multi-sectoral nature of needs and the response, the understanding of the
causes (structural, chronic and immediate), the level of severity, and likely evolution to allow for a more
holistic and effective response with linkages to development interventions;

•

Identifying priority groups and/or geographic areas directly based on the needs analysis, and formulating
results-based strategic objectives that define the changes we wish to see in the lives of people, to inform
multi-sectoral and sectoral planning;

•

Establishing or augmenting monitoring systems that allow for ongoing analysis of changes of the
situation and needs together with progress towards outcomes; and

•

Ensuring inclusivity through disaggregation and/or analysis of the differential impacts of the crisis and
associated needs for diverse groups of people (i.e. gender, age, disability and other diversity
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characteristics), and communicating with communities. New guidance on disability inclusion has been
has developed this year and should be fully taken into account in the HNO and HRP.
To find out more:
www.humanitarianresponse.info/programme-cycle
Step-by-Step Practical Guide for Humanitarian Needs Overviews, Humanitarian Response Plans and Updates
– April 2020
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Humanitarian Coordination
What are the Clusters?
Clusters are groups of humanitarian organisations, both UN and non-UN, in each of the main sectors of
humanitarian action, e.g. water, health, logistics etc. They are designated by the Inter-Agency Standing
Committee (IASC) and have clear responsibilities for coordination. A cluster is accountable to the Humanitarian
Coordinator (HC) through the Cluster Lead Agency (CLA) as well as to national authorities.
The objectives are:
•
•

to ensure effective coordination of humanitarian and early recovery assistance, especially among
international assistance organisations with and in support of national entities, and
to enhance predictability, accountability and partnerships in response (especially international response)

Formally activated clusters are temporary coordination solutions. They are created when existing coordination
mechanisms are overwhelmed or constrained in their ability to respond to identified needs in line with
humanitarian principles.
What are the core functions of a cluster?
The core functions of a cluster at the country-level are:
1. Supporting service delivery by providing a platform for agreement on approaches and elimination
of duplication
2. Informing strategic decision-making of the Humanitarian Coordinator / Humanitarian Country
Team (HC/HCT) for the humanitarian response through coordination of needs assessment and gap
analysis and prioritisation
3. Planning and strategy development including sectoral plans, adherence to standards and funding
needs
4. Advocacy to address identified concerns on behalf of cluster participants and the affected
population
5. Monitoring and reporting on the cluster strategy and results; recommending corrective action
where necessary
6. Contingency planning/preparedness/capacity building where needed and where capacity exists
within the cluster.
Each cluster is also responsible for integrating early recovery from the outset of the humanitarian response.
Exceptionally, the Resident/Humanitarian Coordinator may recommend an Early Recovery cluster also be
established.
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What are the criteria and procedures for the activation of a cluster?
The Humanitarian Coordinator should recommend the activation of clusters when the following criteria are
met:
a. Trigger event in the form of a new large-scale emergency or sharp deterioration and/or significant
change in an existing humanitarian situation leading to coordination gaps.
b. Evaluation of existing national response and coordination capacity and/or national response shows
inability to appropriately meet needs.
c. Humanitarian needs justify a multi-sectoral approach that the existing coordination and response
mechanisms can no longer adequately address.
d. The size of the operational presence (the number of actors and complexity of response) requires a
sector-specific coordination mechanism, if this does not already exist.
The procedures for activating one or more clusters includes consultation between the HC and the HCT, and
then correspondence with the Emergency Relief Coordinator (ERC) on the rationale for each cluster and the
selection of cluster lead agencies (CLAs) based on coordination and response capacity. The proposal is
transmitted to IASC Principals and Global Clusters for approval within 24 hours, and then the Resident
Coordinator (RC)/HC is informed accordingly. For more information on the procedures, please see the IASC
Coordination Reference Module.
The establishment of clusters should support national mechanisms for sectoral coordination, and take into
account issues that cut across clusters, like age, gender, HIV/IADS and protection.
What are the criteria and procedures for the de-activation of a cluster?
The criteria for the de-activation of clusters should mirror the criteria for activation, i.e. when the criteria
applied to activate a cluster no longer apply, the cluster can be de-activated. However, in deciding on deactivation, the RC/HC and the HCT should consider the need to address any on-going humanitarian needs; the
capacity and willingness of national counterparts to lead sectoral coordination; the maintenance of
accountability for delivery in key sectors; and the possibility of recurring or new disasters. Clusters do not all
have to be deactivated at the same time; some may need to remain longer, while others are deactivated.
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The procedures for de-activating one or more clusters includes a review of cluster arrangements by the RC/HC
and the HCT, and then correspondence to the ERC outlining which clusters are to de-activate and transfer
coordination responsibilities to national counterparts as well as the rationale (and transition plan) for those
clusters which will remain in place. The proposal is transmitted to IASC Principals and Global Clusters for
approval within 24 hours, and then the RC/HC is informed accordingly.
What is the coordination architecture of the cluster approach?
A great number of actors are involved in the humanitarian coordination architecture:

SECTOR OR AREA OF ACTIVITY
Food Security

GLOBAL CLUSTER LEAD AGENCY
(GLCAS)
FAO/WFP

Camp Coordination/Management:
Conflict related displacement
Disaster related displacement
Early Recovery

UNHCR
IOM

Education

UNICEF/Save the
Alliance
UNHCR
IFRC (convener)

Emergency Shelter:
Conflict related
Disaster related
Emergency Telecommunications

UNDP
Children

WFP

Health

WHO

Logistics

WFP

Nutrition

UNICEF

Protection

UNHCR

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH)

UNICEF

To find out more:
• https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/clusters
• IASC Reference Module for Cluster Coordination at Country Level:
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/system/files/documents/files/iasc-coordinationreference%20module-en_0.pdf
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Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC)
The IASC was established following the adoption of UN General Assembly 46/ 182 in 1991. Additionally, UN
General Assembly resolution 48/57 of December 1993 notes that “… the Inter-Agency Standing Committee,
under the leadership of the Emergency Relief Coordinator, should serve as the primary mechanism for interagency coordination, meet more frequently and act therefore in an action-oriented manner on policy issues
related to humanitarian assistance and for formulating a coherent and timely United Nations response to
major and complex emergencies[.]”
New Structure
The following structures are formed to support the IASC in fulfilling its mandate, namely:
•
•
•
•

A Deputies Forum, which would operate as an informal platform for dialogue on strategic issues of
common interest;
An Emergency Directors Group (EDG), to focus on tackling the urgent operational requirements of
current crises
An Operational Policy and Advocacy Group (OPAG) to drive the strategic policy work of the IASC, while
the
Five time-bound Results Groups to be tasked by the OPAG to deliver on normative outputs under each
IASC strategic priority. (A review of these Results Groups will be conducted in 12 months to determine
their effectiveness, relevance and necessity).

The new structure and working methods are grounded on the fact that the IASC is, by definition, the primary
forum composed of Principals of humanitarian organizations. It aims to be efficient, outcome-oriented,
accountable and flexible so that the IASC Principals are better able to support collective and timely
humanitarian action. Furthermore, it recognizes that each IASC member organization has its specific governing
body to which it is also accountable.
The proposed structure is configured taking into consideration the IASC Strategic Priorities (2019-2020)
which were endorsed by the IASC Principals in May 2018, namely focusing on: operational response,
accountability and inclusion, collective advocacy, humanitarian-development collaboration, and
humanitarian financing (please see the IASC 2019-2020 Workplan for further details).
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For more information:
https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/
https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/content/iasc-structure-and-working-method-2019-2020
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